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Abstract
This paper is the first of two papers constructing a calculus of pseudodifferential operators suitable for
doing analysis on Q-rank 1 locally symmetric spaces and Riemannian manifolds generalizing these. This
generalization is the interior of a manifold with boundary, where the boundary has the structure of a tower
of fibre bundles. The class of operators we consider on such a space includes those arising naturally from
metrics which degenerate to various orders at the boundary, in directions given by the tower of fibrations.
As well as Q-rank 1 locally symmetric spaces, examples include Ricci-flat metrics on the complement of
a divisor in a smooth variety constructed by Tian and Yau. In this first part of the calculus construction,
parametrices are found for “fully elliptic differential a-operators,” which are uniformly elliptic operators
on these manifolds that satisfy an additional invertibility condition at infinity. In the second part we will
consider operators that do not satisfy this condition.
© 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In this paper we present the first part of the construction of a calculus of pseudodifferential
operators that will contain parametrices for Dirac-type operators over manifolds that are general-
izations of Q-rank 1 locally symmetric spaces. These generalizations are complete noncompact
Riemannian manifolds that off a compact set have the structure R+ × Y , where Y → B1 → B0
is a double fibre bundle and Y is compact. That is, Y is the total space of a fibre bundle over B1,
which in turn is the total space of a fibre bundle over B0. The metrics we consider on these
spaces, which we call a-cusp metrics, are metrics that as r ∈ R+ approaches infinity cause the
two fibres to collapse at rates e−a1r and e−(a1+a2)r for a pair of positive integers a = (a1, a2),
while the base B0 does not collapse. In the case of Q-rank 1 locally symmetric spaces, the fibres
will be tori, and the ai will come from the Lie-theoretic weights [5]. These algebraic manifolds
have been extensively studied in [26], where generalized eigenfunctions are constructed and an
L2 index theorem is proved. The calculus we construct will also be relevant to manifolds whose
metrics are conformally equivalent to a-cusp metrics. In particular, a class of metrics confor-
mal to the a-cusp metrics, which we call a-boundary metrics, arises naturally in the analysis of
a-cusp metric operators. Given a manifold as above it is convenient to consider it as the interior
of a manifold with boundary M , where ∂M = Y , and where x ∈ [0,1) is a boundary defining
function on M equal to e−r near ∂M . This is the approach we will take when these definitions are
made precise in Section 2, and we will call such an M a manifold with double-fibred boundary or
a-manifold. We emphasize here, however, that the operators we consider act only on the interior
of M , and since their structure of degeneracy corresponds to a complete metric, we do not need
to impose boundary conditions.
There are several motivations for creating a pseudodifferential calculus manifolds with a-
metrics. One of these is to develop tools to explore how analytic results about locally symmetric
spaces, here particularly those of Q-rank 1, might generalize to manifolds with similar geometric
structures but without strict algebraic structures. For example, it is interesting to understand
what versions of the L2 Hodge theorem apply for such manifolds, generalizing the theorem for
arithmetic locally symmetric spaces by Saper and Stern in [28] or what L2 index theorem might
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construct an extension of the resolvent for these manifolds, done for Q-rank 1 locally symmetric
spaces in [12] and [27]. There has been recent work on analytic continuation of the resolvent
of the Laplacian on (globally) symmetric spaces by Mazzeo and Vasy in [20], who, along with
Müller, also continue to work on the higher rank case for locally symmetric spaces.
A second motivation is to study elliptic operators on, and in particular, prove a full Hodge-
type theorem for, the noncompact manifolds constructed by Tian and Yau in [32] as solutions
of the noncompact Calabi conjecture. This is part of a larger program to prove Hodge theorems
for manifolds with special holonomy, and is related to Sen’s conjecture in string theory [30].
Many mathematicians have worked in this area. To name just a few, Hitchin studied the L2
Hodge theorem outside of the middle degree for monopole moduli spaces in [15]. The second
author, together with Mazzeo and Hausel, proved an L2 Hodge theorem for various cases of
gravitational instantons in [13]. Carron has developed techniques for calculating dimensions
of harmonic forms of various degrees in a variety of geometric situations [6–8]. Mazzeo and
Degeratu are currently writing up an L2 Hodge result about certain QALE spaces. The Hodge
theorem outside the middle degree for the manifolds constructed by Tian and Yau was proved
in [16], and a conjecture proposed for the middle degree case. The metrics on the manifolds in
question are conformal a-metrics, and the theory in our two papers permits us to confirm the
conjecture in [16], as will be described in a subsequent paper.
A third motivation is to study spectral properties of manifolds with metrics that interpolate
between infinite cylindrical ends and fibred cusp ends, both of which are interesting and well-
studied classes of noncompact manifolds. It is interesting therefore to see how these can be seen
as opposite limiting cases in a family of examples. A similar study, resulting in a family of Hodge
and signature theorems, was done for singular manifolds with metrics between finite cylinders
and cone bundles off a compact set in [17].
Finally, this work is part of a general program to construct pseudodifferential operator calculi
on singular and noncompact manifolds. Various groups of researchers have used different ap-
proaches to do this, including Melrose and his collaborators, who construct calculi using operator
kernels defined on “blownup” double spaces (more on this below), Schulze and his collaborators,
for instance in [29], using an approach generalizing that of Boutet de Monvel, and recently, Am-
mann, Lauter and Nistor in their paper [3] which uses integration of Lie algebroids. The calculus
for double-fibred manifolds that we construct in this paper is the natural generalization and next
step in the program of the Melrose school after the phi-calculus of [19]. It extends easily to the
case of more than two nested fibrations. We restrict the main part of the presentation to the case
of two fibrations in order to keep the notation manageable; the essentials needed for the exten-
sion to any number of fibrations are given in Appendix A. Another way in which our calculus
extends [19] is that we allow arbitrary powers of degenerations (called ai above) for the various
fibrations.
This paper and its sequel build on a great deal of previous work on the construction of pseu-
dodifferential calculi for singular and noncompact manifolds. The general approach is taken
from the work by Melrose, starting with his work on the b-calculus of operators over manifolds
with infinite cylindrical ends [21], see also [24]. The main idea of this approach is to construct
a calculus of operators through studying distributions on a “blownup double space.” That is,
given a manifold M as above, we identify differential and pseudodifferential operators on M
with their Schwartz kernels, which are distributions on M2, and study these by lifting them to
a blowup M2z . This method has been used to develop many different calculi of pseudodifferen-
tial operators, including, for instance, the scattering calculus [22] and the 0-calculus and edge
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folds with different types of geometry. The original b-calculus is a special case of the calculi that
will be constructed in this paper, where the two boundary fibrations are trivial, as is Wunsch’s
quadratic scattering calculus [35], where there is only one boundary fibration, and the scaling is
given by a1 = 2. Finally, the phi-calculus is suited for manifolds with fibred cusp metrics, which
are metrics like those above, but where the second fibration, B1 → B0, is trivial [19]. In 2001,
Boris Vaillant, a PhD student working with W. Müller and R. Melrose, completed a dissertation
supplementing the construction of the phi-calculus in a way that permitted him to prove an index
theorem for fibred cusp manifolds. These two pieces of work on the phi-calculus have been much
of the basis for the work in this paper and its successor. Unfortunately, Vaillant left mathematics
after the completion of his dissertation, and this important work was therefore never revised and
submitted to a journal. Nevertheless, there has been a fair degree of interest in his results, which
among other things have been used to prove the Hodge theorem in [13] and to prove a fami-
lies index theorem for manifolds with hyperbolic cusps in [1], of interest in smooth K-theory
of noncompact manifolds (defined in [25]) and with an application to Teichmüller theory in [2].
Thus an additional motivation for the present work is to provide a revised and edited (as well as
generalized) version of Vaillant’s work.
The content of this first paper is a generalization of the material in [19]. In it we define and
study the classes of a-differential and a-pseudodifferential operators on an a-manifold M . If
A is a geometric operator over M for an a-boundary metric, then A will be an a-differential
operator, and if A is a geometric operator of degree m associated to an a-cusp metric on M ,
then xm(a1+a2)A will be an a-differential operator. These operators are elliptic in the sense that
their principal symbols are invertible, uniformly up to the boundary after a suitable rescaling.
A stronger condition is full ellipticity, which requires in addition invertibility of an associated
family of operators on the fibres of ∂M → B1. Our first main theorem is:
Theorem 1. On any a-manifold M there is an algebra of operators, Ψ ∗a (M) that contains the
a-differential operators and parametrices for fully elliptic elements. The elements of Ψ ∗a (M) are
given by conormal distributions on the blownup double space M2z .
Here a parametrix is an inverse up to operators in x∞Ψ−∞a (M), which are operators whose
kernels are smooth on M2 and vanish to infinite order at the boundary of M2. There is an obvious
extension of Theorem 1 to operators acting between sections of vector bundles over M .
Theorem 1 applies in particular to the resolvent of the Laplacian, and we obtain:
Theorem 2. For a manifold M with a double-fibred boundary endowed with an a-boundary
metric gab let ab be the Hodge Laplace operator on differential forms. For any λ ∈ C \ [0,∞)
the operator ab − λ is an invertible fully elliptic a-operator of degree 2 and the resolvent
(ab − λ)−1 is an element of the small a-calculus.
We then apply Theorem 1 to obtain the usual Fredholm and regularity results. In the following
theorem, g is a metric of the form x2rgab on ˚M for some a-boundary metric gab and r ∈ R,
dvolg is the associated volume form, and L2(M,dvolg) and Hka (M,dvolg), k ∈ R, are the L2
and Sobolev spaces naturally associated with g and the a-structure.
Theorem 3. Let P ∈ Ψma (M) be a fully elliptic a-operator on an a-manifold, and let g be a metric
as described above. Then P is a Fredholm operator on L2(M,dvolg). Further, if Pu = f where
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In particular, all elements of the kernel and cokernel of P in any weighted Sobolev space are
smooth sections that vanish to infinite order on ∂M .
The space Ψ ∗a (M) may be called the “small” a-calculus in the philosophy of b-type calculi,
since the operator kernels have non-trivial expansions only at the highest order front face of M2z .
Note that a fully elliptic a-operator is Fredholm on any weighted a-Sobolev space. This, and
the vanishing to infinite order of elements of the kernel of a fully elliptic operator, is also true
in the φ- and scattering calculus. Compare this with the b-calculus, where elliptic operators are
Fredholm only off a discrete set of weights, the parametrix depends on the weight and elements
of the kernel have polynomial asymptotic behavior at the boundary.
We also define the full a-calculus and study its mapping and composition properties. In the
sequel to this paper we will show that the full a-calculus contains parametrices for a particular
class of elliptic but not fully elliptic a-operators. This is an important extension, as the most
geometrically interesting operators on manifolds with either a-cusp or a-boundary metrics, in-
cluding Dirac operators, belong to this class. This step is a generalization of the extension done
by Vaillant in his dissertation of the phi-calculus. In future papers we will apply these techniques
to obtain Hodge and index theorems for manifolds with a-cusp and boundary metrics.
The rough outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we make several definitions neces-
sary for the construction of the small a-calculus, then go on to a description of the geometry of
the a-double space and discuss the kernels of a-differential operators lifted to this space. We then
define the small a-calculus and the normal operator of an element of the small calculus, whose
invertibility gives the ellipticity condition at the boundary that was discussed earlier. In Section 3
we define and analyze the a-triple space, introduce the full a-calculus and prove composition
and mapping theorems for it. Finally, in Section 4 we construct the parametrix of a fully elliptic
a-differential operator and prove the theorems stated above.
2. Definitions and basic lemmas
2.1. Double-fibration structures
Definition 1. Let M be a manifold with boundary, where ∂M = B2 is the total space of a fibre
bundle F2 ↪→ B2 φ2−→ B1 and B1 is again the total space of a fibre bundle F1 ↪→ B1 φ1−→ B0. Then
M is called a manifold with double-fibred boundary.
Thus, B2 comes with two fibrations, φ2 :B2 → B1 and φ2,1 = φ1 ◦ φ2 :B2 → B0, the fi-
bres of the latter being unions of fibres of the former. Fix the notation that dim(Fi) = fi and
dim(B0) = b, so dim(M) = f1 + f2 + b + 1.
For convenience we will assume throughout the paper that M is compact. However, this is not
needed for many of the considerations. The prototype of metrics we consider is the following.
Definition 2. Let M be a manifold with double-fibred boundary and fix a1, a2 ∈ N. Then a metric
ds2ac on the interior of M is called a product type a-cusp metric if for some trivialization of
a neighborhood U of the boundary, U ∼= [0,1)x ×B2, it has the form, for x > 0:
ds2ac =
dx2 + (φ1 ◦ φ2)∗ ds2B + x2a1φ∗2h1 + x2(a1+a2)h2, (1)x2 0
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each fibre, F1(p) = φ−11 (p), p ∈ B0, and h2 is a nondegenerate 2-form on B2 that restricts to
a metric on each fibre, F2(q) = φ−12 (q), q ∈ B1.
A product type a-boundary metric is one of the form ds2ab = x−2(a1+a2) ds2ac for some product
type a-cusp metric ds2ac, that is, has the form:
ds2ab =
dx2
x2(1+a1+a2)
+ (φ1 ◦ φ2)
∗ ds2B0
x2(a1+a2)
+ φ
∗
2h1
x2a2
+ h2. (2)
Fibred cusp metrics are closer to the intended applications, and fibred boundary metrics are
more naturally associated with the calculus constructed below.
Note that ‘product type’ refers to the fact that none of ds2B0 , h1 or h2 depends on x. The
fibrations may be non-trivial. This is a stronger condition than we need for analysis, although
it simplifies things if we can choose to work with such a metric, as, for instance, we can when
proving Hodge theorems. However, the analysis below will be carried out for a somewhat more
general class of metrics having the same structure of degeneracy as x → 0 as ds2ac.
The degeneracy as x → 0 of these metrics and of the associated differential operators is ef-
ficiently encoded in a set of vector fields, aV(M), which serves as the basic object in building
the pseudodifferential calculus used to analyze these operators. To make this explicit, we fix
a trivialization M ⊃ U ∼= B2 × [0,1) and extend the fibrations φi to the interior by
U ∼= B2 × [0,1) Φ2=φ2×id−−−−−−→ B1 × [0,1) Φ1=φ1×id−−−−−−→ B0 × [0,1). (3)
This defines a boundary defining function (or bdf ) on U , always denoted x, given by the coor-
dinate in [0,1), as well as the two fibrations Φ2 and Φ2,1 = Φ1 ◦ Φ2 with total space U and the
same fibres as φ1, φ2,1. Then aV(M) consists of those smooth vector fields V on M that have
bounded length with respect to ds2ab . From (2) it is clear that these are characterized by
(Φ2)∗V = O
(
xa2
)
, (Φ2,1)∗V = O
(
xa1+a2
)
, x∗V = O
(
x1+a1+a2
)
. (4)
Here, O(xa), for sections of a bundle E over M , denotes an element of the form xaf with f
a smooth (up to the boundary!) section of E. Also (Φ2)∗V is regarded as a section of the pull-
back bundle (Φ2)∗T (B1 × [0,1)) over B1 × [0,1), and similar for the other maps. Note that
condition (4) does not depend on ds2B0 , h1 and h2 in the definition of ds2ab; hence we use it to
define:
Definition 3. Let M be a manifold with double-fibred boundary and a = (a1, a2) ∈ N2. An
a-structure on M is a set of vector fields
aV(M) = {V ∈ Γ (TM): V satisfies (4)}
for some trivialization M ⊃ U ∼= B2 × [0,1). M together with an a-structure will also be called
an a-manifold.
Condition (4) says that V is tangent to order a2 (as x → 0) to the fibres F2(w) of Φ2, tangent
to order a1 + a2 to the fibres F21(p) of Φ2,1, and tangent to order 1 + a1 + a2 to the fibres of x.
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U ∼= B2 × [0,1). However, it does determine Φ2, Φ1, x uniquely at the boundary (up to diffeo-
morphisms of the bases), and also to some finite orders in the interior. This is discussed in greater
detail in Appendix A.
We assume from now on that a trivialization as in Definition 3 is chosen. However, any object
introduced below that is decorated with an upper index a will be determined purely by aV(M)
and not depend on the particular choice of trivialization.
Throughout we will use coordinates adapted to the trivialization and the fibrations. These are,
near a boundary point, {x, y1, . . . , yb, z1, . . . , zf1 ,w1, . . . ,wf2} where x is the boundary defining
function, the yi are coordinates lifted from the base B0, the zj are F1 coordinates and the wk are
F2 coordinates.2 The question of which coordinate changes are admissible given an a-structure
is discussed in Appendix A. The set of a-vector fields is a C∞(M) module and is locally spanned
by:
x1+a1+a2∂x, xa1+a2∂yi , xa2∂zj , ∂wk .
Thus aV(M) is the space of sections of a bundle which we will call the a-tangent bundle over M
associated to aV(M) and denote by aTM .
Associated with aV(M) is the space of one-forms
aΩ(M) = {ω ∈ Ω1( ˚M): ω(V ) extends smoothly from ˚M to M, for all V ∈ aV(M)}.
It is locally spanned by
dx
x1+a1+a2
,
dyi
xa1+a2
,
dzj
xa2
, dwk (5)
over C∞(M), and is the space of sections of the dual bundle aT ∗M .
Definition 4. An a-boundary metric (or a-metric) on an a-manifold M is a smooth positive
definite section of the symmetric square of aT ∗M . An a-cusp metric is one of the form ds2ac =
x2(a1+a2) ds2ab for some a-boundary metric ds2ab .
In other words, an a-boundary metric is, locally near the boundary, a symmetric positive
definite quadratic form in the expressions (5), with smooth coefficients.
There are several vector bundles over ∂M associated naturally with an a-structure on M ,
which will be needed as spaces carrying various reduced (or model) operators. Here we simply
define them in terms of their local bases and refer to Appendix A, see (62), for an intrinsic
characterization. The local bases are:
aN∂M: x1+a1+a2∂x, xa1+a2∂yi , xa2∂zj ,
φN∂M: x1+a1∂x, xa1∂yi ,
bN∂M: x∂x.
2 More precisely, yi are coordinates on B0, zj are local functions on B1 so that combined with the (φ1)∗yi they give
coordinates on B1, and wk are local functions on B2 that combined with the (φ2,1)∗yi and the (φ2)∗zj give coordinates
on B2. For simplicity we write zj for (φ2)∗zj , etc.
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dent of the choice of bdf x. The bundles φN∂M and aN∂M are in general not trivial. φN∂M
is the pullback of a bundle φN ′B0 on B0, and in case a1 = 1 is the phi-normal bundle defined
in [19] for the fibration ∂M φ2,1−−→ B0. Similarly, aN∂M is the pullback of a bundle aN ′B1 on B1,
which is just aTB1×{0}(B1 × [0,1)) for the induced a-structure on B1 × [0,1), which arises by
squashing the F2-fibres to points. See again Appendix A, Eq. (63).
Definition 5. An a-differential operator on an a-manifold M is an element of the universal
enveloping algebra of aV(M), that is, an operator of the form a0 +∑ml=1 Vl,1 · · ·Vl,l for some
m ∈ N0, with a0 ∈ C∞(M) and all Vl,i ∈ aV(M). The set of a-differential operators of order at
most m will be denoted a Diffm(M).
Note that aV(M) is a Lie-subalgebra of V(M), i.e. closed under brackets. Therefore,
a Diff1(M) = C∞(M)+ aV(M).
In terms of the local coordinates above, an a-differential operator of order m has the form:
P =
∑
α+|I |+|J |+|K|m
aα,I,J,K(x, y, z,w)
(
x1+a1+a2Dx
)α(
xa1+a2Dy
)I (
xa2Dz
)J
(Dw)
K, (6)
for multi-indices I , J and K , where (xa2Dz)J = xa2DJ1z1 · · ·xa2DJfzf , and we define (xa1+a2Dy)I
and (Dw)K analogously. Here Dx = 1i ∂x , etc.
The definition of an a-differential operator can be extended in an obvious way to operators
that map from sections of one vector bundle E over M to sections of a second vector bun-
dle F over M . The space of such operators will be denoted by a Diffm(M;E,F), or simply by
a Diffm(M;E) if E = F .
Densities, etc. For purposes of bookkeeping, it is useful (as in, e.g. [21]) to consider everything
in sight (functions, forms, operator kernels, and so on) as having coefficients in a half-density
bundle. This allows us to integrate products of two such objects invariantly, i.e. without choosing
an extra measure. This occurs, for example, when we define the action of kernels on functions and
the composition of kernels, see (33), (34). A density on a manifold Mn is an object that in local
coordinates has the form h(x)|dx1 · · ·dxn| for a smooth function h; more invariantly it may be
considered as a section of a line bundle (as usual the local form is supposed to indicate the transi-
tion maps between local trivializations of this bundle), the density bundle, which is associated to
the cotangent bundle and denoted as |∧n T ∗M|. Correspondingly, a half-density is locally of the
form h(x)|dx1 · · ·dxn|1/2, and a section of the half-density bundle Ω1/2M := |∧n T ∗M|1/2. On
an a-manifold it is natural to consider ΩaM := |∧n aT ∗M| (not to be notationally confused with
the space of smooth a-one-forms, aΩ(M)). That is, in adapted coordinates around a boundary
point, a smooth a-density is of the form
h(x, y, z,w)
∣∣∣∣ dxx1+a1+a2
∏
i
dyi
xa1+a2
∏
j
dzj
xa2
∏
k
dwk
∣∣∣∣ (7)
with h a smooth function, and the density is called positive if h is positive. The volume density
of an a-metric is a positive a-density. If ν is a smooth positive density then ν1/2 is a half-density.
Fixing such a ν allows us to identify arbitrary half-densities α with smooth functions f , via
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densities, by setting P ′(f ν1/2) := P(f )ν1/2. P ′ will depend on the choice of ν, but only up to
conjugation by a smooth function, which does not affect its main properties. Therefore we will
continue to write P instead of P ′. See Section 4.2 for further discussion of this.
In this paper we will use both regular and a-half-densities.
2.2. Regularity definitions
Various types of regularity will be considered in this paper, both for functions or sections over
our original manifold, and for functions, sections, and distributions used in describing the kernels
for the space of pseudodifferential operators we will construct. We lay them out here for refer-
ence. The definitions here, and more discussion, can be found in various sources, including [9,
18,21,23].
Definition 6. An n-dimensional manifold with corners, X, is a topological manifold with bound-
ary ∂X that is a submanifold of an n-dimensional smooth manifold without boundary, X˜ such
that in a neighborhood U of any point on the boundary of X, there is a finite set of smooth func-
tions x1, . . . , xk on X˜ whose differentials are linearly independent at each point of ∂X ∩ U and
such that U is the set {x1  0, . . . , xk  0} with ∂X ∩ U given by the subset where one or more
of the functions vanish. Also, it is assumed that the boundary hypersurfaces, introduced below,
are embedded.
The closures of the maximal connected subsets F ⊂ X on which exactly l of the functions xi
vanish, in some (and hence any) local representation, are called faces of codimension l, for
l = 0, . . . , n, and for l = 1 boundary hypersurfaces. The local condition implies that they are
immersed submanifolds of X˜, and it is assumed that they are actually embedded. This implies
that, for each boundary hypersurface H , there is a globally defined boundary defining function,
i.e. a smooth function xH :X → [0,∞) such that x−1H (0) = H and dxH |p = 0 at each point
p ∈ H , and a trivialization U → [0,1)×H of a neighborhood U ⊂ X of H . The ambient mani-
fold X˜ is not really needed anywhere, but its existence is sometimes useful for simple arguments.
Any point of X is contained in a unique smallest face F , and if F has codimension k, then
one has local coordinates x1  0, . . . , xk  0, y1, . . . , yn−k on X centered at that point, with
F = {x1 = · · · = xk = 0} locally.
Definition 7. A p-submanifold Y of a manifold with corners X is a subset of X for which near any
point on Y ∩X there exist local coordinates x1  0, . . . , xk  0, y1, . . . , yn−k on X such that Y is
given by the vanishing of some subset of these coordinates. We call Y an interior p-submanifold
if it is given everywhere locally by the vanishing of some subset of the yi ; otherwise we call it
a boundary p-submanifold.
As is usual in various b-type calculi, we will consider the action of operators on bundle
sections with various types of regularity: polyhomogeneous sections, conormal sections, and
sections in various weighted Sobolev spaces. In addition, the kernels of a-differential operators
and later, of a-pseudodifferential operators, will also be distributions with polyhomogeneous
type regularity in some regions and conormal regularity in others. Thus we briefly recall here the
definitions of conormal and of polyhomogeneous distributions. Weighted Sobolev spaces will be
introduced in Section 4.1.
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Definition 8. Let X be a manifold with corners. An index set at a boundary hypersurface H ⊂ ∂X
is a discrete subset G ⊂ C × N0 satisfying
(1) for every c ∈ R, the subset G∩ {(z) < c} × N0 is finite, and
(2) if (z,p) ∈ G and 0 q  p, then (z, q) is also in G,
(3) if (z,p) ∈ G then also (z+ 1,p) ∈ G.
An index family, G for X is a choice of index set G(H) for each boundary hypersurface H of X.
Condition (3) ensures the coordinate invariance of the definitions below. Now we can define
polyhomogeneous functions. We first consider the case of a manifold with boundary. Denote by
C˙N (X) the space of functions on ˚X that are N times differentiable and whose derivatives up to
order N vanish when approaching ∂X.
Definition 9. Let X be a manifold with a single boundary hypersurface, H = ∂X, and let x be
a boundary defining function for H and let G be an index set. Then a smooth function u on ˚X
is called polyhomogeneous with index set G at H , and we write u ∈ AG(X) if there are smooth
functions uz,p on X such that for all N ,
u−
∑
(z,p)∈G
(z)N
xz(logx)puz,p ∈ C˙N (X).
We denote this by writing
u ∼
∑
(z,p)∈G
xz(logx)puz,p. (8)
It is essential that u need only be defined in the interior but the uz,p are smooth up to (i.e.
including) the boundary. Certain index sets are of particular importance. If a function is smooth
on X up to ∂X then it will be polyhomogeneous with index set N0 × {0}. We will denote this
set by 0. The set of functions that vanish to all orders at ∂X will be indicated by the index set ∅.
Now we extend this definition to the case where X may have corners.
Definition 10. Let X be a manifold with corners and let G be an index family for X. For any
boundary hypersurface H of X, denote by GH the index family for H given by the collection of
index sets for the boundary hypersurfaces intersecting H . A smooth function u on ˚X is called
polyhomogeneous with index family G, and we write u ∈ AG(X), if near each boundary hyper-
surface H , u has an expansion as in Eq. (8) in which x is a boundary defining function for H
and
(1) the coefficients σz,p are required to lie in C∞([0,1);AGH (H)) and
(2) the remainder is in C˙N ([0,1),AGH (H)), with respect to some trivialization [0,1) × H of
a neighborhood of H .
We take this definition recursively in the codimension of the boundary faces.
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descriptions of our operator kernels.
Definition 11. Let X be a manifold and Y ⊂ X be an (embedded) submanifold. A distribution u
on X is called a classical conormal distribution of degree m ∈ R with respect to Y if
(1) u is smooth on X − Y and
(2) in any local coordinate system around Y , u can be represented as the Fourier transform in
the transverse direction of a function σ with prescribed asymptotics. More precisely, let
{y1, . . . , yk, z1, . . . , zl} be local coordinates around Y where Y is defined by z1 = · · · =
zl = 0. Then
u(y, z) =
∫
Rl
eizζ σ (y, ζ ) dζ
where
σ(y, ζ ) ∼
∞∑
j=0
σm′−j (y, ζ ) (9)
where the σm′−j (y, ζ ) are homogeneous of degree m′ − j in ζ , with m′ = m+ 14 dim(X)−
1
2 codim(Y ).
We denote the space of such distributions by Im(X,Y ). It is possible to consider a broader
definition of conormal distributions. In texts where this is done, the classical distributions are
indicated by a subscript “cl” or “os.”
The asymptotic sum in (9) is defined as in the standard pseudodifferential calculus, see [31]. It
is a non-trivial and important fact that this is independent of the choice of coordinates (y, z) and
that condition (2) is independent of the choice of coordinates (y, z) and that σm′ |dζ |, the princi-
pal symbol of u, is defined invariantly when interpreted as (fibrewise) density on the conormal
bundle of Y . We can put these definitions together to get
Definition 12. A distribution u on a manifold with corners X is both conormal of degree m with
respect to an interior p-submanifold, Y , and polyhomogeneous at the boundary of X with index
family G if u ∈ Im( ˚X, ˚Y ) and if near each boundary hypersurface H ⊂ X given by a boundary
defining function x, u has an expansion as in Eq. (8) where
(1) the coefficients uz,p are required to lie in C∞([0,1); Im+1/4,GH (H,H ∩ Y)) and
(2) the remainder is in C˙N ([0,1), Im+1/4,GH (H,H ∩ Y)), with respect to some local trivializa-
tion of a neighborhood of H .
Here GH is as in Definition 10. If these conditions are satisfied, we write u ∈ Im,G(X,Y ).
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degree of conormality of a distribution. We define the space of conormal distributions that take
values in a vector bundle E over X analogously and denote it by
Im,G(X,Y ;E).
2.3. Quasihomogeneous blowups
In the construction of the double space below, we will need quasihomogeneous blowups.
These generalize the ‘standard’ blowups discussed, for example, in [10] and [23], and will be
used to resolve the higher order vanishing of elements in a Diff(M) at ∂M . Quasihomogeneous
blowups are related to the inhomogeneous blowups discussed in [14], where points are blown
up inhomogeneously, and in the quadratic scattering calculus of [35]. The theory of quasihomo-
geneous blowups will be discussed in detail in [11]. A much more general setup is introduced
in [23]. We record only the basics here.
In the standard setting, a blowup is the construction of a new manifold [X;Y ] from a mani-
fold with corners X and a p-submanifold Y . For an invariant definition of a quasihomogeneous
blowup of a boundary submanifold Y , it needs to have an extension to finite order to the interior.
We discuss this notion first. It is also basic for an invariant understanding of a-manifolds. Let Y be
a boundary p-submanifold of X. An interior extension of Y is an interior p-submanifold Y˜ such
that Y = Y˜ ∩ ∂X. In this situation, local coordinates as in Definition 7 may be chosen in terms of
which Y is given locally by the vanishing of x′ = (x1, . . . , xr ) (r  1) and of y′ = (y1, . . . , ym),
and Y˜ by the vanishing of y′.
Definition 13. Let X be a manifold with corners and a ∈ N. Let Y be a boundary p-submanifold
of X. We say that two interior extensions Y˜ , Y˜ ′ of Y agree to order a if in any local co-
ordinate system for which Y˜ is given by the vanishing of y′ as above one has, with y′′ =
(xr+1, . . . , xk, ym+1, . . . , yn−k),
Y˜ ′ =
{
(x′, y′, y′′): y′ =
∑
α∈Nr0, |α|=a
(x′)αFα(x′, y′′)
}
locally (10)
for some smooth functions Fα .
An interior extension of Y to order a is an equivalence class of interior extensions of Y under
this equivalence relation, and Y together with an extension to order a is called a submanifold of
the boundary to order a.
The case a = 1 corresponds to a ‘usual’ boundary p-submanifold. If Y is a p-submanifold
of X then there is a unique smallest face F = F(Y ) of X containing Y . A p-submanifold Y
may be characterized by the ideal I(Y ) ⊂ C∞(X) of functions vanishing on Y . This may easily
extended to submanifolds to order a as follows. It follows from (10) that interior extensions Y˜ ,
Y˜ ′ of Y agree to order a if and only if I(Y˜ )+ I(F )a = I(Y˜ ′)+ I(F )a where F = F(Y ), so we
define:
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ing Ya is
I(Ya) := I(Y˜ )+ I(F )a
where Y˜ ⊂ X is any representative of Ya and F = F(Y ).
Near any point of Y where Y˜ is given in terms of the local coordinates by y1 = · · · = ym = 0,
we have
I(Ya)|U = spanC∞(X)|U {y1, . . . , ym} ∪
{
(x′)α: |α| = a} (11)
while near any interior point I(Ya) is trivial, I(Ya)|U = C∞(X)|U .
If Y ⊂ ∂X is a closed submanifold and we fix an interior extension Ya to order a, then the
natural notion of the blowup in X of Y to order a at the boundary, is a quasihomogeneous blowup:
It resolves the ideal I(Ya), and points on the front face correspond to order a + 1 information
at Ya . To define it, we first consider a local coordinate neighborhood U of a boundary point in
which (11) holds. The guiding idea is to consider the variables as having weights (or degrees
of homogeneity), where y1, . . . , ym have weight a and x1, . . . , xr have weight 1 (while y′′ has
weight 0). Then a monomial (x′)αyI has weight |α| + a(I1 + · · · + Im), and a function is in
I(Ya)|U if and only if all monomials in its Taylor expansion around Y have weight at least a.
Let ra :Rr+ ×Rm → R+, ra(x′, y′) = (x2a1 +· · ·+x2ar +y21 +· · ·+y2m)1/2a . The function ra is
weighted homogeneous of degree 1. Let S+a = {(ω, ν) ∈ Rr+ × Rm: ra(ω, ν) = 1} be an ‘octant’
of the (weighted) sphere. Over the neighborhood U = r−1a ([0, ))×U ′′, U ′′ ⊂ Rk−r+ × Rn−k−m,
we define the blowup of Y to order a in X associated to the extension Ya , and its blowdown
map, by
βa : [U,Ya ∩U ] :=
(
S+a × [0, )
)×U ′′ → U,(
(ω, ν), s;y′′) → (sω, saν, y′′). (12)
As usual it is easy to check that this is defined invariantly, i.e. a diffeomorphism of U preserv-
ing Ya induces a diffeomorphism of [U,Ya ∩ U ], and therefore patches together to define a
manifold with corners [X;Ya] with blowdown map βa : [X;Ya] → X. The front face is, as usual,
defined as ff = β−1a (Y ), and locally is given by (S+a × {0}) × U ′′. Points on ff correspond to
equivalence classes of curves ending at Y and tangent to order a − 1 to an extension Y˜ in the
equivalence class defining Ya . Two such curves are equivalent if they have the same endpoint and
if their ath derivatives at the endpoint agree modulo a vector tangent to Y .
Most convenient for calculations are (weighted) projective coordinates on [X;Ya]. For each
i = 1, . . . , r these are given on xi > 0 by
xi (defining ff), Wj = xj
x
, V = y
′
xa
, y′′ (13)i i
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βa(x1,W2, . . . ,Wr,V , y′′) = (x1, x1W2, . . . , x1Wr,xa1V,y′′), and for each p = 1, . . . ,m they are
given on yp = 0 by
r = y1/ap (defining ff), ξ ′ = x
′
y
1/a
p
, ηq = yq
yp
(q = 1, . . . ,m, q = p), y′′ (14)
(use local coordinates ω
ν
1/a
p
= ξ ′, νq
νp
= ηq on S+a \ {νp = 0}, and sν1/ap = r as bdf ), in terms
of which βa(r, ξ ′, η2, . . . , ηm, y′′) = (rξ ′, ra, raη2, . . . , raηm, y′′) (say for p = 1). The coor-
dinates (13) extend, as coordinates, smoothly to the front face outside the strict transform of
the hypersurface xi = 0 of X (the strict transform of a hypersurface H under blowup of Y is
clos(β−1(H \ Y))), and similarly the coordinates (14) outside the strict transform of yp = 0.
This shows that βa is a b-map whose exponents are all 0 or 1 just as in the case of homogeneous
blowups. The power a occurs only in the β∗a y′, i.e. with respect to the interior submanifolds
yp = 0 (p = 1, . . . ,m). Also, this shows that
β∗aI(Ya) = spanC∞([X;Ya ])
{
(rff)
a
} (15)
where rff is any bdf of ff.
In terms of the coordinates (13) we calculate pullbacks of some vector fields:
β∗a (xi∂xi ) = xi∂xi −
∑
j
Wj∂Wj − aV ∂V ,
β∗a (xj ∂xj ) = Wj∂Wj , β∗a
(
xai ∂y′
)= ∂V . (16)
Throughout this paper, we simplify notation by writing simply Y instead of Ya for a submani-
fold of X defined to order a, and we will denote by [X : Y ]a the quasihomogeneous blowup of Y
of degree a. When a = 1 this is the standard blowup, simply denoted [X;Y ]. We will denote by
[X;Y1, . . . , Yk]a a sequence of blowups all of the same degree.
Lifts of submanifolds. Recall that if Y and V are closed p-submanifolds of X then the lift of Y
under the blowdown map β : [X;V ] → X, denoted β∗(Y ), is defined to be β−1(Y ) if Y ⊂ V , and
as the closure cl(β−1(Y \ V )) if Y = cl(Y \ V ) (and undefined otherwise; one of the two cases
will always occur in this paper). If Ya and Vb are boundary submanifolds defined to orders a, b,
respectively, then this has to be modified. We consider only the case of interest here: If a > b and
Ya ⊂ Vb in the sense that any interior extension Y˜ of Ya is contained in some interior extension V˜
of Vb then the lift of Ya under β : [X;Vb] → X is defined as the boundary submanifold with
interior extension β∗(Y˜ ) = cl(β−1(Y˜ \ V )) for any such Y˜ . For example, if Y = V is defined to
order a but blownup only to order b < a, then β∗bYa is a submanifold to order a − b, of the same
dimension as Y . See [11] for a more thorough discussion of this.
2.4. The geometry of the a-double space
As in previous b-type calculi, the operators of the a-pseudodifferential calculus will be defined
in terms of their integral kernels, which will live on a space M2z , which is obtained from the
double space M2 by a sequence of blowups. Below we depart from the names given to these
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as their somewhat ad hoc names do not generalize well to our more complicated geometric
setting.
Recall that we assume a trivialization of a neighborhood of the boundary of M is fixed, and
that the extensions Φi of φi defining aV(M) have product structure as in (3). This also fixes
the boundary defining function x. This assumption is made for convenience. The double space
constructed below is actually independent of such a choice, as is shown in Appendix A.
Summarizing the discussion below, we introduce the blowups M2z
βz−→ M2y
βy−→ M2x βx−→ M2
accomplished by blowing up the lifts of the ‘partial’ (or fibre) diagonals z, y , x intersected
with the boundary. In local coordinates, these (interior) fibre diagonals are given by
x = {x = x′}, y = {x = x′, y = y′}, z = {x = x′, y = y′, z = z′}.
This is the origin of the notation.
The b-blowup (or x-blowup), M2x . The first blowup we do is the standard b-blowup from [21].
Denote by x the boundary defining function on M , and also its lift to the first factor in M × M ,
and by x′ its lift to the second factor (a similar convention will be used for coordinates yi , etc.).
Then M2 has a corner ∂M × ∂M at the intersection of the left face, lf = {x = 0} = ∂M ×M , and
the right face, rf = {x′ = 0} = M × ∂M , and we blow this up to obtain
M2x =
[
M2; ∂M × ∂M] βx−→ M2.
The space M2x has three boundary hypersurfaces: lf, rf and ffx . The front face ffx is the
preimage β−1x (∂M × ∂M), while the faces lf and rf are the lifts β∗x (lf ), β∗x (rf ). For example,
lf = cl(β−1x (∂M × ˚M)). (In [21] M2x is called X2b and ffx is called bf.) In terms of coordinates,
this blowup is accomplished by changing coordinates to:
t = x
′
x
, x, yi, y
′
i , zj , z
′
j , wk, w
′
k
in terms of which βx(x, t, . . .) = (x, x′ = tx, . . .). These coordinates are valid outside lf, with
similar coordinates (switching x, x′) valid outside rf. In these coordinates the front face is given
by x = 0, hence one has a diffeomorphism
˚ffx ∼= ∂M × ∂M × (0,∞), (17)
with t the coordinate in (0,∞).
In addition to the boundary hypersurfaces, there is another important submanifold in M2x ,
namely the lifted diagonal, which we denote by  just like the diagonal  = M = {(p,p):
p ∈ M} ⊂ M ×M . In coordinates,
 = {t = 1, y = y′, z = z′,w = w′}.
The y-blowup, M2y . The second blowup is similar to the one used in the φ-calculus, dis-
cussed in [19] and [33]. Let y = {(p,p′): Φ2,1(p) = Φ2,1(p′)} ⊂ M × M be the fibre di-
agonal. Consider its lift under βx , which we will denote in the same way. In local coordinates,
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of this manifold is its intersection with the front face,
∂y = y ∩ ffx
and is given locally by {t = 1, x = 0, y = y′}. In terms of the identification (17), ∂y is the
fibre diagonal of φ2,1, a subset of ∂M × ∂M , times {1} ⊂ (0,∞). In the φ-calculus, ∂y is
blown up in the standard homogeneous way. In the a-calculus, this blowup will be the order a1
quasihomogeneous blowup. This is defined only if an extension of ∂y to the interior to order a1
is given. Here this extension is y . We obtain
M2y =
[
M2x ; ∂y
]
a1
βy−→ M2x .
This blowup generates a new hypersurface, ffy = β−1y (∂y). In terms of coordinates, this blowup
is accomplished by changing near ffx ∩ to the coordinates
T = 1 − t
xa1
, x, Y = y − y
′
xa1
, y, z, z′, w, w′,
valid near the interior of ffy , which is given by x = 0. Here T ∈ R, Y ∈ Rb . As |T | + |Y | → ∞
one approaches the boundary of ffy . As in the φ-calculus case we have a diffeomorphism
˚ffy ∼= φN∂M ×B0 ∂M, (18)
which is a fibre bundle over B0 with the fibre over y ∈ B0 diffeomorphic to (φ2,1 ×
φ2,1)−1(y, y)× Rb+1, and (T ,Y1, . . . , Yb) are the coordinates on Rb+1 with respect to the basis
x1+a1∂x , xa1∂y1 , . . . , xa1∂yb , see the proof of Proposition 1 in Appendix A.
In addition to the new blowup hypersurface, M2y has the boundary hypersurfaces ffyx =
β∗y (ffx), lf = β∗y (lf ) and rf = β∗y (rf ) (the latter two are actually simple preimages since lf, rf
are disjoint from ∂y ). The lift of the diagonal is in coordinates
 = {T = 0, Y = 0, z = z′,w = w′}.
The z-blowup, M2z . The last blowup is completely analogous to the y-blowup, except that we
start with M2y and with the ‘smaller’ fibre diagonal z = {(p,p′): Φ2(p) = Φ2(p′)} ⊂ M2. The
lift of z to M2x and then to M2y is denoted in the same way, and in local coordinates is given by
{T = 0, Y = 0, z = z′}. Its boundary is the intersection with the front face,
∂z = z ∩ ffy
and is given locally by {x = 0, T = 0, Y = 0, z = z′}. In terms of (18), ∂z is the subset of
the zero section (i.e. T = Y = 0) given by the fibre diagonal of φ2, when this zero section is
identified with ∂M ×B0 ∂M ⊂ ∂M × ∂M . Now we perform the order a2 quasihomogeneous
blowup of ∂z, again with respect to the extension z of ∂z. We obtain
M2z =
[
M2y ; ∂z
] βz−→ M2y .a2
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is accomplished by changing near ffy ∩ to the coordinates
T = T
xa2
, x, Y = Y
xa2
, y, Z = z− z
′
xa2
, z, w, w′,
valid near the interior of ffz, which is given by x = 0. Here T ∈ R, Y ∈ Rb , Z ∈ Rf1 . As |T | +
|Y| + |Z| → ∞ one approaches the boundary of ffz. One has a diffeomorphism
˚ffz ∼= aN∂M ×B1 ∂M, (19)
which is a fibre bundle over B1 with the fibre over p ∈ B1 diffeomorphic to F2 × F2 × Rf1+b+1
and T , Y , Z coordinates on R1+b+f1 corresponding to the basis x1+a1+a2∂x , xa1+a2∂y , xa2∂z.
The diffeomorphisms (17)–(19) are canonical when fixing an (a1, a2 + 1)-structure refining
aV(M), see Proposition 1 in Appendix A.
In addition to the new blowup hypersurface, M2z has the boundary hypersurfaces ffzy , ffzx , lf
and rf, which are the lifts of ffy , ffyx , lf and rf respectively. The latter three are disjoint from ∂z,
so their lifts are simple preimages. Finally, the lifted diagonal is, in coordinates,
 = {T = 0,Y = 0,Z = 0,w = w′}.
We denote the total blowdown map by
βa = βx ◦ βy ◦ βz :M2z → M2.
Instead of constructing the a-double space M2z as described above using quasihomogeneous
blowups one may construct a closely related double space, M˜2z , using only regular homogeneous
blowups: The order a1 blowup of ∂y is replaced by a sequence of a1 regular blowups, and
similarly for the blowup of ∂z. The finite order extensions of these boundary submanifolds
are then needed to have well-defined centers of blowup for the second, third, etc. blowup in the
sequence. One way to think about this is to add additional fibrations to the setup, one for each
positive integer a1 +a2, with all but those numbered a1 and a1 +a2 being trivial. The resulting
space is ‘bigger’ than M2z , i.e. the identity on the interior extends to a smooth map M˜2z → M2z ,
but not vice versa (unless a1 = a2 = 1, in which case they are equal). This construction yields
the same small calculus Ψ ∗a (M), but a bigger large calculus (see Definition 26). It has the ad-
vantage of using only the standard blowup machinery and does not require the considerations in
Appendix A.
2.5. Lifts of a-vector fields and a-differential operator kernels
We can begin to see the purpose of these blowups by considering the lifts of the vector fields
in aV(M) to these various spaces. We have the following lemma:
Lemma 1. Let p ∈ ∂M be a point on the boundary of M and let x, yi , zj , wk be local coordinates
near p. Then all of the basis vector fields x1+a1+a2∂x , xa1+a2∂yi , xa2∂zj , ∂wk lift via left or right
projection and βa to smooth vector fields on M2z , and the span of their lifts is transversal to the
lifted diagonal .
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Proof. By symmetry it suffices to consider the left projection πl :M2 → M , (p,p′) → p which
is given locally by
πl(x, x
′, y, y′, z, z′,w,w′) = (x, y, z,w).
Thus π∗l (∂x) = ∂x , and so forth. The blowdown map βx acts by βx(t, x, etc.) = (x, tx, etc.), that
is, x′ = tx. Thus (compare (16))
β∗x (x∂x) = x∂x − t∂t
while the other vector fields lift to themselves, essentially, i.e. β∗x (∂yi ) = ∂yi , etc.
Now at the second step, T = (1 − t)/xa1 , Y = (y − y′)/xa1 so using (16) again we get
β∗y (x∂x) = x∂x − a1T ∂T − a1Y∂Y ,
β∗y
(
xa1∂t
)= −∂T , β∗y (xa1∂y)= ∂Y .
Again, the other vector fields lift to themselves. This gives the intermediate result (use β∗x x = x,
β∗y x = x)
β∗yβ∗x
(
x1+a1∂x
)= β∗y (xa1(x∂x − t∂t ))= ∂T , β∗yβ∗x (xa1∂y)= ∂Y at ffy (20)
since x = 0, t = 1 there.
Finally, at the third step, T = T/xa2 , Y = Y/xa2 , Z = (z− z′)/xa2 so
β∗z (x∂x) = x∂x − a2T ∂T − a2Y∂Y − a2Z∂Z ,
β∗z
(
xa2∂T
)= ∂T , β∗z (xa2∂Y )= ∂Y , β∗z (xa2∂z)= ∂Z .
Once again, the w vector fields lift to themselves. Putting everything together we get that the
pullbacks under β∗a = β∗z β∗yβ∗x of x1+a1+a2∂x , xa1+a2∂y , xa2∂z are smooth and, at ffz, equal to
∂T , ∂Y , ∂Z , respectively, so the span of these together with ∂w is transversal to  = {T = Y =
Z = 0,w = w′}. 
The calculation in the proof of the lemma implies the following corollary. Recall the discus-
sion on differential operators acting on half-densities at the end of Section 2.1.
Lemma 2. If P is an a-differential operator of degree m on M , acting on smooth half-densities,
then its integral kernel lifts under βa to a smooth Dirac a-half-density on M2z of order m with
respect to the diagonal . That is, in local coordinates it is given by
K ′P =
∑
α+|I |+|J |+|K|m
bα,I,J,K(x, y, z,w)
(
Dαδ
)
(T )(DIδ)(Y)(DJ δ)(Z)(DKδ)(w −w′)
×
∣∣∣∣ dxx1+a1+a2
∏ dyi
xa1+a2
∏ dzj
xa2
∏
dwk dT dY dZ dw′
∣∣∣∣1/2. (21)
i j k
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bα,I,J,K = aα,I,J,K at x = 0.
Proof. The kernel of the identity operator on half-densities is δ(x − x′)δ(y − y′)δ(z− z′)δ(w −
w′)|dx dx′ dy dy′ dzdz′ dw dw′|1/2 which under change of coordinates becomes
δ(T )δ(Y)δ(Z)δ(w −w′)x−γ
∣∣∣∣dx dx′∏
i
dyi dy
′
i
∏
j
dzj dz
′
j
∏
k
dwk dw
′
k
∣∣∣∣1/2
where γ = (1 + a1 + a2) + b(a1 + a2) + f1a2. This half-density factor equals the one in (21).
Now apply the lifted vector fields to obtain the lifted kernel of P . Identifying functions with
half-densities as stated means that the |dx|, etc. terms are not differentiated. Since x1+a1+a2∂x ,
xa1+a2∂y , xa2∂z lift to ∂T , ∂Y , ∂Z at ffz, respectively, the result follows. 
2.6. The small a-calculus, the a-principal symbol and the a-normal operator
In this subsection we define the small calculus of a-pseudodifferential operators. We then in-
troduce the a-principal symbol of an operator P in the small calculus. It describes the singularity
of the Schwartz kernel of P at the diagonal, as in the case of standard pseudodifferential opera-
tors. However, unlike in the classical case, invertibility of the a-principal symbol is not sufficient
to guarantee that P is a Fredholm operator. Therefore we define a second symbol, called the
a-normal operator, which describes the behavior of the operator at the boundary x = 0. In Sec-
tion 4 we will see that invertibility of both symbols, called full ellipticity, implies existence of
a parametrix with compact remainder, hence Fredholmness.
The small a-calculus. The definition of the small calculus is modelled on (21), by replacing
the Dirac distribution by an arbitrary distribution conormal with respect to the diagonal and
imposing the condition of rapid decay as |(T ,Y,Z)| → ∞. It is essential to keep the x-factor in
the half-density. To state this invariantly, we define the half-density bundle
Ω˜
1/2
a
(
M2z
)= β∗a (Ω1/2a,l (M)⊗Ω1/2a,r (M)) (22)
where Ω1/2a,l/r (M) are the a-half-density bundles on M pulled back to the left respectively right
factor of M2. This has the half-density factor in (21) as smooth non-vanishing section in a neigh-
borhood of ˚ffz.
Definition 15. The small a-calculus, Ψma (M), of a-pseudodifferential operators of degree m ∈ R
acting on half-densities on M consists of those operators whose kernels, when lifted to M2z , have
values in Ω˜1/2a (M2z ) and vanish to all orders at the faces lf, rf, ffzx and ffzy and are conormal
of degree m with respect to , smoothly up to ffz; that is, kernels in Im,G(M2z ,; Ω˜1/2a (M2z )),
where G(lf ) = G(rf) = G(ffzx) = G(ffzy) = ∅ and G(ffz) = 0.
We will denote both the kernel of P and its lift to M2z by KP . As with the space of conormal
distributions, this space of operators corresponds to the so-called classical or one-step polyho-
mogeneous pseudodifferential operators whose symbols have complete asymptotic expansions
rather than just symbol bounds.
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∏
i
dyi
xa1+a2
∏
j
dzj
xa2
∏
k dwk dT dY dZ dw′|1/2
in local coordinates and u = u(x, y, z,w)|dx dy dzdw|1/2 is a smooth half-density on M ,
supported in Φ−12 (U) for U a coordinate neighborhood in B1 × [0,1), we get the following
expression for Pu in U :
Pu(x, y, z,w) =
(∫
fib
K ′P (x,T , y,Y, z,Z,w,w′)
× u(x − x1+a1+a2T , y − xa1+a2Y, z− xa2Z,w′)dT dY dZ dw′)
× |dx dy dzdw|1/2, (23)
where fib are the fibres of the right projection to M and dY = dY1 · · ·dYb and so on. The
condition that KP vanish to all orders at all faces except ffz means that K ′P and its derivatives
must vanish faster than any negative power of |(T ,Y,Z)| as this norm goes to infinity.
The a-principal symbol. The a-principal symbol map is analogous to the symbol map in the
standard pseudodifferential operator calculus, as well as to the symbol maps in the b- and φ-
calculi. Let S[m](aT ∗M) be the space of smooth functions on aT ∗M  0 that are homogeneous
of degree m in the fibre. Then the a-principal symbol is a map
aσm :Ψ
m
a (M) −→ S[m]
(
aT ∗M
)
,
defined as in the compact setting: By the remark after Definition 9, which also applies to the
boundary case, the principal symbol of a distribution conormal with respect to the diagonal 
lives on the conormal bundle of . This bundle can be identified, via the map βa followed by left
projection, with aT ∗M . In the case that P ∈ Ψma (M) is an a-differential operator, we have the
standard formula away from ffz and
aσm(P ) =
∑
α+|I |+|J |+|K|=m
aα,I,J,K(x, y, z,w)τ
αηI ζ J θK, (24)
near ffz. As in the compact case, one has a short exact sequence and asymptotic completeness:
Lemma 3. For each m ∈ R the sequence
0 −→ Ψm−1a (M) ↪→ Ψma (M)
aσm−−→ S[m](aT ∗M)−→ 0 (25)
is exact. Furthermore, any sequence Pk ∈ Ψm−ka (M) can be asymptotically summed, i.e. there is
P ∈ Ψma (M) with P −
∑N−1
k=0 Pk ∈ Ψm−Na (M) for all N .
The construction of the a-principal symbol and the proof of the lemma are essentially the same
in this setting as in the b-calculus, see [21]. After we discuss composition we will see that Lem-
mas 3 and 12 imply the existence of a parametrix, up to an error in Ψ−∞a (M), of a-operators with
invertible principal symbol. However, these error terms are not compact on L2. The obstruction
to compactness is the normal operator, which we now discuss.
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havior of P at ∂M and serves as a second (non-commutative) symbol of P . We will give it in
local coordinates, in terms of its Schwartz kernel, as operator on a suitable space and in terms of
a family of operators on the fibres F2, the normal family.
For an a-differential operator, given in coordinates as in (6), we define the normal operator as
Na(P ) =
∑
α+|I |+|J |+|K|m
aα,I,J,K(0, y, z,w)DαT D
I
YD
J
ZD
K
w . (26)
That is, we set x = 0, replace differentiation in x, y, z by differentiation in dummy variables
T , Y , Z (leaving out the x-scaling factors) while regarding y, z (the B1-variables) as parame-
ters. Differentiation in w (i.e. in the fibre F2) remains as in P . We need to make sense of this
invariantly and extend it to a-pseudodifferential operators.
This is done by considering the Schwartz kernel. Since (26) has constant coefficients in T ,
Y , Z , its Schwartz kernel can be given as a convolution kernel in these variables. This kernel
is precisely (21) at x = 0, i.e. the restriction of the kernel of P to ffz, which is an invariant
notion. The restriction to ffz is also defined for the kernel of an a-pseudodifferential operator P ,
so we would like to use this to define the normal operator Na(P ). For this we need to interpret
a distribution on ffz as kernel of an operator on a suitable space. This will be done using the
identification (19) and the concept of suspended fibre pseudodifferential operators introduced
in [19] which we now recall.
Given a compact manifold F and a real vector space V , let Ψmsus(V )(F ) be the subspace of
Ψm(F ×V ) of operators A with Schwartz kernels of the form (neglecting density factors for the
moment)
KA(q, q
′, v, v′) = KA(q, q ′, v − v′), KA ∈ C−∞c
(
F 2 × V )+ S(F 2 × V )
where S is the Schwartz space. That is, A is translation invariant with respect to V and its
kernel decays rapidly at infinity with all derivatives. The singularities of KA are conormal and
at F × {0}. Via Fourier transform in the V variable, i.e. by defining Â(ζ ) ∈ Ψm(F) for ζ ∈ V ∗
by the kernel KÂ(ζ )(q, q ′) =
∫
V
e−i〈ζ,w〉KA(q, q ′,w)dw, operators in Ψmsus(V )(F ) correspond
exactly to pseudodifferential operators with parameter on F (as defined in [31], for example).
These notions can be extended to a family of operators parametrized by a base manifold B ,
where V may now vary with the base point, i.e. arise from a (possibly non-trivial) vector bundle
over B:
Definition 16. Let φ :X → B be a fibration of compact manifolds and V → B a real vector
bundle. Let X ×B V → B be the fibre product. An operator
A : S(X ×B V) → S(X ×B V)
is a V-suspended fibre Ψ DO, and we write A ∈ Ψmsus(V)−φ(X), if it is a family of operators Ab ∈
Ψmsus(Vb)(φ
−1(b)) depending smoothly on b ∈ B as parameter.
Clearly, Ψ ∗sus(V)−φ(X) =
⋃
m∈Z Ψmsus(V)−φ(X) is an algebra, that is, closed under composition,
and the definition can be extended to operators acting on sections of a vector bundle E → X. It
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geneous expansions with any discrete set of orders in Definition 9.
The (convolution) Schwartz kernel of A ∈ Ψ ∗sus(V)−φ(X) is a distribution on X ×B X ×B V
(one base variable, one V-fibre variable, two φ-fibre variables). As usual we consider the kernels
as half-densities without expressing this in the notation.
We apply this definition to the fibration φ2 : ∂M → B1 and the vector bundle aN ′B1 → B1,
which pulls back to aN∂M under φ2. Then ∂M ×B1 aN ′B1 = aN∂M , so the Schwartz kernel is
a distribution on ∂M ×B1 aN∂M , which by (19) can be identified with the interior of the front
face, with T , Y , Z the variables on the vector space fibre. Therefore, the following definition is
consistent with (26).
Definition 17. The normal operator of P ∈ Ψma (M) is the element Na(P ) ∈ Ψmsus(aN ′B1)−φ2(∂M)
whose Schwartz kernel is the restriction of KP to the front face ffz, where the identification
described above is used.
Summarizing, the normal operator acts on S(aN∂M,Ω1/2) as a family of pseudodifferential
operators on the fibres of aN∂M → B1 that are translation invariant in the aN fibres.
Lemma 4. For any m ∈ R∪{−∞} the map assigning to an operator its normal operator fits into
an exact sequence
0 −→ xΨma (M) ↪→ Ψma (M) Na−−→ Ψmsus(aN ′B1)−φ2(∂M) −→ 0. (27)
Also, any sequence Pk ∈ xkΨma (M), k = 0,1,2, . . . , can be asymptotically summed, i.e. there is
a P ∈ Ψma (M) such that P −
∑N−1
k=0 Pk ∈ xNΨma (M) for all N .
Proof. This follows from the fact that ffz has a boundary defining function that is equivalent
to x in the interior of ffz and to x times the 1/a2 power of T , Y or Z at boundary points of ffz,
see (14) (with yp replaced by T , Yi , or zj − z′j and a = a2). These factors are irrelevant since the
kernels are rapidly decaying in T , Y , Z . This together with the standard Borel lemma argument
also gives the second claim. 
Definition 18. An operator P ∈ Ψma (M) is called elliptic (or a-elliptic) if aσm(P ) is invertible. It
is called fully elliptic if it is elliptic and if Na(P ) is invertible with inverse in Ψ−msus(aN ′B1)−φ2(∂M).
In Lemma 5 we will give an alternative characterization of full ellipticity.
When we discuss composition we will see that Na preserves composition. For this, the fol-
lowing additional characterization of Na(P ) will be useful, which expresses it more directly in
terms of the action of P , rather than its kernel. For P an a-differential operator (6), the Fourier
transform in T , Y , Z of the kernel of its normal operator, i.e. (21) at x = 0, is (leaving out density
factors for the moment)
N̂a(P ) =
∑
α+|I |+|J |+|K|m
aα,I,J,K(0, y, z,w)ταηI ζ JDKw . (28)
This is similar to the a-principal symbol (24), but here we don’t transform in w and we keep
lower order terms. Again we want to define this invariantly and extend it to a-pseudodifferential
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erators x1+aDx , xaDy , xa2Dz have eigenfunctions e−iτa
−1x−a
, eiη(y−y0)x−a , eiζ(z−z0)x−a2 with
eigenvalues τ , η, ζ , respectively. Their product is eig with g = −τa−1x−a + η · (y − y0)x−a +
ζ · (z− z0)x−a2 . Using this we can express (28) applied to u ∈ C∞(∂M), supported near y = y0,
z = z0, as
N̂a(P )u =
[
e−igP
(
eigu
)]
|x=0 at (y, z) = (y0, z0). (29)
Note that Dx also differentiates the Dy and Dz eigenfunctions but that this contribution vanishes
at y = y0, z = z0 for this choice of eigenfunctions. This generalizes similar formulas in the
scattering and φ-calculus setting (see [19]) and is similar to the standard ‘oscillatory testing’
characterization of the principal symbol, but here one needs no extra large parameter since the
negative x-powers in g already create fast oscillations near the boundary.
Eq. (29) makes sense invariantly. Note that dg = τ dx
x1+a +η dyxa +ζ dzxa2 at y = y0, z = z0, x = 0,
so τ , η, ζ should be regarded as local fibre coordinates on aN∗∂M with respect to the local basis
dx
x1+a ,
dy
xa
,
dz
xa2 , see also (5). Recall that aN∂M is the pullback of aN ′B1 = aTB1×{0}(B1 × [0,1)).
Definition 19 (and Proposition). Let P ∈ Ψma (M). The normal family of P is the family of
operators on the fibres F2,p = φ−12 (p), parametrized by (p,μ) ∈ (aN ′)∗B1, defined as follows.
Given (p,μ) choose g ∈ C∞(B1 × (0,1)) such that dg extends to a section of aT ∗B1×{0}(B1 ×
[0,1)) and dg(p) = μ, and let g = Φ∗2g. For u ∈ C∞(∂M,Ω1/2) let u˜ be a smooth extension
to M . Then e−igP (eigu˜) extends smoothly to the boundary of M . Set(
N̂a(P )u
)
(p) = [e−igP (eigu˜)]|F2,p . (30)
This depends only on u|F2,p and μ, so defines an operator N̂a(P )(p,μ) on C∞(F2,p), and
N̂a(P )(p,μ) ∈ Ψm(F2,p). (31)
The Schwartz kernel of N̂a(P ) is the Fourier transform, in the fibres of aN ′B1 (that is, in the
variable μ), of the Schwartz kernel of Na(P ).
The last part of this definition should be interpreted using the identifications made in the
remarks before Definition 17. The proof will show that the Fourier transform is well defined
without an additional choice of measure on the fibres. It makes use of Proposition 1 from Ap-
pendix A.
Note that g and hence g may blow up at x = 0, as in the function used in (29). The condition
on dg amounts to controlling this blowup.
Proof. First, note that P ∈ Ψma (M) defines a “boundary operator”
P∂ :C
∞(∂M) → C∞(∂M), u → (P u˜)|∂M
for u˜ an arbitrary smooth extension of u to the interior. We leave out density factors. That P∂u
does not depend on the choice of extension follows from its expression in coordinates, which
from (23) is seen to be
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∫
F2,(y,z)
K ′P∂ (y, z,w,w
′)u(y, z,w′) dw′ where
K ′P∂ (y, z,w,w
′) =
∫
R
1+b+f1
K ′P (0,T , y,Y, z,Z,w,w′) dT dY dZ (32)
for u supported in φ−12 (U) for a coordinate neighborhood U in B1. Observe that as there is no
integration in y and z this can be considered as a family of operators in the F2-fibres parametrized
by p = (y, z) ∈ B1. Now by (30) we need to consider (e−igP eig)∂ and then restrict this to F2,p .
The operator e−igP eig has kernel e−igeig′KP . Its lift to M2z is e−iGKP where G = β∗a (π∗l g −
π∗r g). By (65) the function G is smooth near the interior of ffz, with only finite order singularities
at the other faces of M2z , so e−igP eig ∈ Ψma . This proves the smoothness claim before (31).
Also, G| ˚ffz = dg, which, over p, equals τT + ηY + ζZ in coordinates (as in the note before
Definition 19), where μ = (τ, η, ζ ). Finally, from (32) we obtain that N̂a(P )(p,μ) has kernel
K ′̂
Na(P )(y,z,τ,η,ζ )
(w,w′) =
∫
R
1+b+f1
e−i(τT +ηY+ζZ)K ′P (0,T , y,Y, z,Z,w,w′) dT dY dZ
from which the remaining claims follow. 
Lemma 5. Suppose P ∈ Ψma (M) is elliptic. Then Na(P ) is elliptic. Furthermore, P is fully
elliptic if and only if N̂a(P )(p,μ) is invertible, with inverse in Ψ−m(F2,p), for all (p,μ).
Note that invertibility of N̂a(P )(p,μ) as an operator on L2(F2,p) already implies that its
inverse is in Ψ−m(F2,p). This is a standard result about pseudodifferential operators on compact
manifolds, see [31], since N̂a(P )(p,μ) is elliptic. See Lemma 13 for the analogous result in the
a-calculus.
Proof. Interpret the principal symbol aσm(P ) of P as a function on the conormal bundle of the
diagonal, N∗, see the remarks before Lemma 3. To prove the first statement of the lemma, we
claim that the principal symbol of Na(P ) is, under the identifications explained before Defini-
tion 17, just the restriction of aσm(P ) to the boundary N∗∂ of N∗. To prove this claim, note
that in the setting of operators P ∈ Ψmsus(V )(F ), the principal symbol of P is naturally a function
on N∗(F × {0}) = N∗(F ) × V ∗. Thus in the φ-calculus setting, the principal symbol of an
element of Ψmsus(V)−φ(X) as in Definition 16 is a function on N∗(F ) ×B V∗, where N∗(F )
is the bundle over B whose fibre over b ∈ B is the normal bundle of the diagonal Fb ⊂ F 2b .
So finally in the a-calculus setting, the principal symbol of the normal operator is a function on
N∗(F2) ×B1 (aN ′)∗B1, which is identified with the boundary N∗∂ of N∗ (in local coordi-
nates, both are parametrized by the variables y, z, w, τ , η, ζ , θ , see also (24) with x = 0). For the
second claim in the lemma, note that, by the discussion before Definition 16, ellipticity of Na(P )
is equivalent to ellipticity of N̂a(P )(p,μ) in the sense of pseudodifferential operators with pa-
rameter μ. Therefore, the second claim follows from the fact that if such an operator is invertible
for every value of the parameter then its inverse (taken for each parameter separately) is again
a pseudodifferential operator with parameter, see [31]. There it is also shown that invertibility for
large μ already follows from ellipticity. 
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Both the action and the composition of operators can be expressed, as is laid out in [10],
through pullbacks and pushforwards: If the operator P has kernel KP ∈ C−∞(M2) and u is
a function on M then P(u) = (πl)∗[KP · (πr)∗u] where πl and πr are the left and right projec-
tions from M2 to M . Since operators in Ψ ∗a are characterized by the properties of their kernels
lifted to M2z we should rewrite this as
P(u) = (πz,l)∗
[
KP · (πz,r )∗u
] (33)
where πz,l/r = βa ◦ πl/r . Recall that we consider KP and u as half-densities. Strictly speaking,
pushforward is defined invariantly only on full densities, so one should choose an auxiliary non-
vanishing half-density ν on M and define P(u) by P(u) · ν = (πz,l)∗[KP · (πz,l)∗ν · (πz,r )∗u],
but we will suppress such auxiliary densities from the notation. Clearly, since pushforward in-
volves integration, P(u) will be defined only under certain integrability conditions. Similarly,
the composition P ◦Q of two operators P and Q with kernels KP and KQ on M2z has kernel
KP◦Q =
(
π3z,2
)
∗
[(
π3z,3
)∗
KP ·
(
π3z,1
)∗
KQ
]
, (34)
where now the π3z,i :M
3
z → M2z are lifts of the projections π3i :M3 → M2, with π3i projecting
off the ith factor, i = 1,2,3. Here, the blowup M3z of M3, called the a-triple space, has to be
constructed in such a way that these lifts actually exist and satisfy appropriate conditions. To
check that P,Q ∈ Ψ ∗a implies P ◦Q ∈ Ψ ∗a one needs to understand the behavior of distributions
on manifolds with corners under pullback and pushforward. This is expressed in the pullback
and pushforward theorems which we recall below. These theorems require the maps involved to
be of a certain type (b-maps respectively b-fibrations). We then check that for our construction
of M3z the maps π3z,i are b-fibrations. Finally we define the full calculus of a-pseudodifferential
operators, an extension of the small calculus, and apply this construction to prove mapping and
composition theorems for operators in the full calculus, where again integrability conditions will
appear.
Our construction of the a-triple space is a fairly straightforward generalization of the construc-
tion of the φ-triple space in [19]. However, checking that the triple to double space projections
are b-fibrations is rather more involved in the a-calculus, see Lemma 10.
Before embarking on all of this, it is worth considering if it is really necessary. In [3],
Ammann, Lauter and Nistor construct an algebra of pseudodifferential operators on a broad
family of complete manifolds with a “Lie structure at infinity,” which includes a-manifolds with
a-boundary metrics. They prove that this algebra contains the algebra of a-differential operators
and satisfies a composition theorem, a Sobolev mapping theorem and is closed under adjoints.
The proof of their composition result uses Lie groupoids and avoids our messy triple space con-
struction altogether. However, although this is an elegant paper, it does not achieve the goal of
this work and its upcoming sequel, which is to construct parametrices for the standard geometric
operators on an a-manifold. It is possible to construct inverses for these operators up to smooth-
ing operators in the ALN-algebra, but it is not generally possible to construct inverses up to
compact operators. This is due to the proper support condition they impose, which requires that
kernels be supported in a compact region around the diagonal in the double space. The kernels
of parametrices of the fully elliptic a-operators considered in this paper will decay away from
the intersection of the lifted diagonal with ffz in the blownup double space (see Fig. 1), but will
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not be compactly supported on ffz. So for instance, the resolvent family of the Laplacian on
an a-manifold with an a-boundary metric will not be contained in the Ammann, Lauter, Nistor
algebra, whereas it is contained in the small a-calculus constructed here, as proved in Theorem 2.
Thus, to construct parametrices for fully elliptic operators, it is necessary to consider behavior
near the intersection of ffz and ffzy in the double space, and for composition, it will be neces-
sary to consider behavior at the intersections of several faces in the triple space. Again, there are
faces and intersections in the double and triple spaces that do not come into play when restricting
consideration to fully elliptic operators, and it might be possible to construct somewhat simpler
spaces and still study these. For instance, in [34], Vasy successfully used a simplified blowup
construction to study three-body scattering. However, when we go on to construct parametrices
for “split elliptic a-operators,” which, for instance, include the Laplacian and Dirac operators on
Q-rank one locally symmetric spaces, we will need to consider behavior at all of the boundary
faces. Thus, complicated though it is, we do really need the full double and triple space construc-
tions and theorems we prove in this section.
3.1. Pullback and pushforward theorems
Before we can state the necessary pullback and pushforward theorems, we need several defi-
nitions from [23] and [9].
Definition 20. Two p-submanifolds, Y and W of a manifold with corners X are said to intersect
cleanly if their intersection is again a p-submanifold and if at each point p ∈ Y ∩W ,
TpY ∩ TpW = Tp(Y ∩W).
They intersect transversally if, as usual, for all p ∈ Y ∩W
TpY + TpW = TpX.
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product type near the boundaries of X and Z. That is, for any local identification of X with
Rk+ × Rn−k and of Z with Rk′+ × Rn′−k′ , f is given by f = (f1, . . . , fn′) where
fi(x1, . . . , xk, xk+1, . . . , xn) = ai(x)
k∏
j=1
x
αi,j
j
for some smooth ai non-vanishing at 0 and for non-negative integers αi,j .
It follows from the connectedness of boundary hypersurfaces (bhs) that, given a b-map
f :X → Z, one may associate an integer αGH to each bhs G of X and each bhs H of Z, such
that the αi,j above equal αGH if G is locally given by xi = 0 and H by x′j = 0. The array of
numbers αGH is called the exponent matrix of f .
Definition 22. A b-map f :X → Z between manifolds with corners is called transversal to an
interior p-submanifold Y ⊂ Z if the associated map on the b-tangent bundles, bf∗ : bTpX →
bTf (p)Z, satisfies
bf∗
(bTpX)+ bTf (p)Y = bTf (x)Z
for all p ∈ f ∗(Y ).
A b-map f :X → Z induces a map f from the faces (assumed connected) of X to the faces
of Z defined by the requirement that for each face F of X, interior points of F are mapped by f
to interior points of f (F ).
Definition 23. A b-map f :X → Z is called a b-fibration if for each boundary hypersurface H
of X, codimf (H)  1 and for each face F of X, the map f restricted to the interior of F is
a fibration over the interior of f (F ).
Index families of polyhomogeneous functions transform under pullback as follows.
Definition 24. Let f :X → Z be a b-map between manifolds with corners. Let E be an index
family on Z. Define the index family f #(E) on X as follows. If G is a bhs of X then
f #(E)(G) =
{(
q +
∑
H
ef (G,H)zH ,
∑
H
pH
)
:
q ∈ N0 and for each bhs H ⊂ Z,
{
(zH ,pH ) ∈ E(H) if ef (G,H) = 0
(zH ,pH ) = (0,0) if ef (G,H) = 0
}
.
Now we may state the pullback theorem (Proposition 6.6.1 in [23], Theorem 4 in [11]).
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interior p-submanifold to which f is transversal. Then for any index family E and any m ∈ R,
there is a natural continuous pullback map
f ∗ : Im,E (Z,Y ) → Im− 14 (dimX−dimZ),f #E(X,f−1(Y )).
The second theorem we use is a combination of a product theorem for distributions and a push-
forward theorem. Again, we start by defining the pushforward of an index family.
Definition 25. Let f :X → Z be a b-fibration between manifolds with corners. Let E be an index
family on X. Define an index family f#(E) by setting, for H ⊂ Z a bhs,
f#(E)(H) =
⋃
G
{(
z
ef (G,H)
,p
)
: (z,p) ∈ E(G)
}
,
where the union is over bhs G of X satisfying ef (G,H) > 0 and the symbol ∪ denotes the
extended union of these index sets, defined inductively from
⋃
(E,F ) := E ∪ F ∪ {(z,p′ + p′′ + 1): (z,p′) ∈ E, (z,p′′) ∈ F}.
Now we can state the pushforward theorem (Proposition B7.20 in [9], Theorem 6 in [11]):
Theorem 5. Let f :X → Z be a b-fibration and Y and W be interior p-submanifolds satisfying
the following conditions:
• Y and W intersect transversally,
• f restricted to each of Y and W is a diffeomorphism onto Z.
Consider now u ∈ Im,E (X,Y ;Ω1/2b ) and v ∈ Im
′,F (X,W ;Ω1/2b ) for some index families E
and F on X. If for all boundary hypersurfaces H of X with f (H) = Z we have inf(E(H) +
F(H)) > 0, then the pushforward by f of uv, denoted f∗(uv), is in Im′′,G(Z,Y ∩ W ;Ωb),
where G = f#(E + F) and m′′ = m+m′ + 14 dim(Z).
Here by E + F we mean that for each boundary hypersurface H ⊂ X, we take the indi-
cial set E(H) + F(H) as a subset of C × N0. Note that for the stated simple transformation
rule of index sets and integrability condition to be correct it is important that everything is
expressed as b-density. Here, a b-density on a manifold with corners is locally of the form
| dx1
x1
· · · dxk
xk
dy1 · · ·dyn−k|.
In order to prove that the various maps and submanifolds we will use in our composition and
mapping results satisfy the conditions of these theorems, we will use the following lemma (proof
of Proposition 6 in [19]):
Lemma 6. The composition of a b-fibration with the blowdown map for a blowup of a boundary
p-submanifold is again a b-fibration.
and the lemma (Proposition 5.7.2 in [23], Lemma 4 in [11]):
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again a p-submanifold. If Ya,Vb are boundary p-submanifolds defined to higher order then this
remains true for the blowup [X;V ]b if the lift of Ya is defined as at the end of Section 2.3.
It is clear that a map with a global product structure is a b-fibration. For instance the maps
πl/r :M
2 → M have global product structures, so they are b-fibrations. Then to get the maps
πa,l/r we compose with three blowdown maps which by the second lemma above all come from
blowups of boundary p-submanifolds. Thus by the first lemma, the overall maps are b-fibrations.
We will show that all of the relevant maps for the composition theorems are also compositions
of blowdown maps for boundary p-submanifolds and maps with global product structures, and
thus also b-fibrations.
In order to apply the pullback theorem, we also need to check that these b-fibrations are
transversal to certain submanifolds in their image. But this will be true automatically from the
definitions of b-fibration and transversality. Finally, to apply the pushforward theorem we need to
know that certain submanifolds intersect transversally. For this, we will use the following lemma
(Lemma 5 in [11]):
Lemma 8. If Y and W are transversally intersecting interior p-submanifolds of X and Va is
a submanifold to order a of X having an interior extension contained in Y ∩ W , then the lifts
of Y and W to [X;V ]a also intersect transversally.
3.2. The a-triple space
Here we construct the triple space M3z for the a-calculus. The construction of the a-triple
space is an orgy of notation, so bear with us. See Fig. 2. We start with the triple space M3. This
space has three boundary hypersurfaces, corresponding to the boundaries in each of the three
factors. Call these H1 = ∂M × M2, H2 = M × ∂M × M and H3 = M2 × ∂M . We also have
three edges, E3 = H1 ∩ H2, E2 = H1 ∩ H3 and E1 = H2 ∩ H3. Finally, there is the ‘corner,’
V = (∂M)3.
The interior fibre diagonals y,z ⊂ M2 lift under the three projection maps to the double
fibre diagonals i,y = (π3i )−1(y) ⊂ M3, and similarly we define the smaller fibre diagonals
i,z = (π3i )−1(z) ⊂ M3. The intersection of the three double fibre diagonals i,y is the triple
fibre diagonal 3y , and similarly 3z is the intersection of the i,z.
We will want to trace these various submanifolds through the several blowups we will do
to M3. In any of the blowups where a given submanifold has not itself been blown up, we will
abuse notation and use the same notation for the original submanifold and for its lift under the
blowup.
To construct the a-triple space, we start by constructing the x- (or b-)triple space M3x . That is
obtained by first blowing up the vertex V ⊂ M3 to obtain [M3;V ]. Call the resulting new front
face Vx . Then blow up the (now disjoint) three axes to obtain
M3x =
[[
M3;V ];E1;E2;E3]. (35)
By Theorem 6 in the next subsection, the fact that the inverse images of the axes E1, E2 and E3
are disjoint in [M3;V ] means it doesn’t matter in which order we blow them up. Also recall again
here that the Ei in this blowup really represent the closures in [M3;V ] of the inverse images of
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the original Ei \ V . In the future, we will not point this out. Call the faces resulting from these
blowups Ei,x . Denote the overall blowdown map for this step by β3x :M3x → M3.
The next step is to construct the y-triple space M3y , but using quasihomogeneous rather than
ordinary blowups. In the case a1 = 1 this is the φ-triple space from [19]. The first step is to
blow up the intersection of the y-triple diagonal with Vx , that is, ∂3y . Call the new face Vy .
Now blow up the three submanifolds that are the intersections with Vx of the double fibre di-
agonals i,y . Call these new faces Gi,y . Finally, blow up the intersections of the double fibre
diagonals with the submanifolds Ei,x , whose inverse images are disjoint in [M3x ; ∂3y]. Call these
resulting faces Ei,y . All of these blowups will be quasihomogeneous blowups of degree a1. The
result will be essentially the φ-triple space for the fibration φ2,1 constructed in [19], and will be
exactly that when a1 = 1. So overall from this step we have
M3y =
[[[
M3x ; ∂3y
]
a1
;i,y ∩ Vx
]
a1
;i,y ∩ Ei,x
]
a1
. (36)
Here to save notation we have written a blowup of i,y ∩ Vx to indicate a blowup of each of the
three such (disjoint) manifolds for i = 1,2,3, and so on. We will continue also to use this space
saving notation. Denote the overall blowdown map for this step by β3 :M3 → M3.y y x
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y-triple space. Again, start by blowing up the intersection of the triple diagonal, this time the
z-triple diagonal, with the new front face, Vy , that is ∂3z . Call the resulting face Vz. Now blow
up the three now disjoint preimages of the intersections of the z double diagonals with Vy . Call
the resulting faces Fi,z. Now blow up the intersections of the z double diagonals with the faces
Gi,y . Call the resulting faces Gi,z. Finally, blow up the intersections of the z double diagonals
with the faces Ei,y , and call the resulting faces Ei,z. All of these blowups will be of degree a2.
Then overall we have
M3z =
[[[[
M3y ; ∂3z
]
a2
;i,z ∩ Vy
]
a2
;i,z ∩ Gi,y
]
a2
;i,z ∩ Ei,y
]
a2
. (37)
Denote the overall blowdown map for this step by β3z :M3z → M3y . This completes the con-
struction of the a-triple space, M3z . The total blowdown map will be denoted β3a = β3x ◦ β3y ◦
β3z :M
3
z → M3.
3.3. The a-double and a-triple space maps
We need to check that the maps π3z,2 and πz,l are b-fibrations, and π
3
z,1, π
3
z,3 and πz,r are
b-maps. It is of course sufficient to show they are all b-fibrations using Lemmas 6 and 7. After
Lemma 7 we have already indicated how to do this in the case of the double space maps, so we
can state:
Lemma 9. The a-double space maps, πz,l/r := βa ◦ πl/r are b-fibrations.
Above, we constructed the a-triple space as the result of a sequence of blowups of the triple
space M3 which shows that it is symmetrical in the three sets of variables. Here we will show
that it is also obtained by a sequence of blowups of M ×M2z , which will imply that the relevant
maps are b-fibrations.
In order to do this we first need some rules for commuting two blowups. These are contained
in the following theorem (Propositions 5.8.1 and 5.8.2 in [23], Theorem 1 in [11]):
Theorem 6. Suppose that Y and W , A and B are p-submanifolds of a mwc X, with given exten-
sions to the interior (so blowups to any orders are defined), and let a, b ∈ N. Then blowups can
be commuted according to the following rules:
(1) If Y ∩W = ∅ then [[X;Y ]a;W ]b = [[X;W ]b;Y ]a .
(2) If A ⊂ B ⊂ X and A is a p-submanifold of B , then [[X;A]a; B˜]a = [[X;B]a; A˜]a , where A˜
and B˜ denote the lifts of A and B under the B and A blowdown maps, respectively.
(3) If Y , W intersect cleanly in A, then
[[[X;Y ]a; A˜]b; ˜˜W ]b = [[[X;W ]b; A˜′]a; ˜˜Y ]a,
where A˜ and A˜′ are the lifts of A under the Y -blowdown and W -blowdown maps, respec-
tively, etc. If in addition a = b, then we have further that both of these
= [[[X;A]a; Y˜ ′]a; ˜˜W ′]a.
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corresponding statement if one introduces a quasihomogeneous blowup with different weights in
different boundary directions. However, this will not be necessary for our proof, and we can now
prove the required lemma about the a-triple space maps.
Lemma 10. For i = 1,2,3, there exist b-fibrations π3z,i , π3y,i and π3x,i fixed by the demand that
they make the following diagram with the projection maps π3i commutative.
M3z
π3z,i
β3z
M3y
π3y,i
β3y
M3x
π3x,i
β3x
M3
π3i
M2z
βz
M2y
βy
M2x
βx
M2.
The existence of the x-projections π3x,i is known from the b-calculus, see, e.g. [10]. Similarly,
the existence of the y-projections π3y,i , at least in the case where a1 = 1, is known from the φ-
calculus and is contained, e.g., in [33]. Nevertheless, in order to study the z-projections, we need
to start by considering the x- and y-projections. The proof, unfortunately, involves a very large
number of submanifolds in a large number of various blownup spaces. Thus although the basic
ideas are not complicated, and just consist of applying the various parts of the above theorem
recursively, the notation is very cumbersome, despite our attempts to simplify and rationalize it
as much as possible.
Proof. By symmetry it suffices to consider the case i = 1. The uniqueness of the lifted pro-
jections follows from the fact that the blowups are diffeomorphisms in the interior. In order
to show that they exist (i.e. extend continuously, even smoothly to the boundary) and are b-
fibrations, we show that we can construct the triple spaces as a series of blowups of boundary
p-submanifolds starting with M ×M2x/y/z. This is so that we can define the maps π3x/y/z,1 as the
composition of the projection M × M2x/y/z → M2x/y/z with a sequence of blowups of boundary
p-submanifolds and thereby show they are b-fibrations. We do this in each case by commut-
ing blowups to change the construction of the triple spaces through the string of blowups we
described above into a string of blowups starting with M ×M2x/y/z.
Start with the x-triple space, M3x = [[M3;V ];E1;E2;E3]. Since V ⊂ E1, we can ap-
ply part (2) of Theorem 6 to get this equals [[M3;E1];V ;E2;E3] (recall we are using the
same notation for an original submanifold as for its lift in a blowup). Now we notice that
[M3;E1] = M × M2x , so M3x = [M × M2x ;V ;E2;E3] (where here V indicates the lift of the
original V = E1 ∩ E2 ∩ E3 in the blowup [M3;E1] = M × M2x ). Thus we have a natural map
π3x,1 :M
3
x → M2x that is the composition of the three blowdown maps from M3x to M ×M2x with
the natural projection M × M2x → M2x → M2. Thus this map is a b-fibration. Further, by con-
struction, this map fits into the necessary commutative diagram.
Now consider the y-triple space
M3y =
[[[
M3x ; ∂3y
] ;i,y ∩ Vx] ;i,y ∩ Ei,x] .a1 a1 a1
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as are the lifts of the submanifolds j,y ∩ Ej,x for j = 1,2,3. Further, if i = j then the two
types are disjoint from each other. Thus by part (1) of Theorem 6, we can put the blowups with
i = j = 1 first, then put the others at the end:
M3y =
[[[[
M3x ; ∂3y
]
a1
;1,y ∩ Vx
]
a1
;1,y ∩ E1,x
]
a1
; . . .]
a1
.
Now since ∂3y = 3y ∩ Vx ⊂ 1,y ∩ Vx , we can use part (2) of the theorem to switch the first
two blowups in this sequence:
= [[[[M3x ;1,y ∩ Vx]a1; ∂3y]a1;1,y ∩ E1,x]a1; . . .]a1 .
After this switch, we see that the lifts of the two submanifolds ∂3y and 1,y ∩ E1,x in the first
blowup are disjoint, so we can switch them again by part (1) of the theorem to get:
= [[[[M3x ;1,y ∩ Vx]a1;1,y ∩ E1,x]a1; ∂3y]a1; . . .]a1 .
Now going to the x-triple space part of this proof, we can substitute in for M3x to get:
= [[[[[[M ×M2x ;V ];E2;E3];1,y ∩ Vx]a1;1,y ∩ E1,x]a1; ∂3y]a1; . . .]a1 .
Now notice that E2 and E3 are disjoint from 1,y ∩ E1,x and ∂3y , so again by part (1) of the
theorem, we can commute these blowups and lump the ∂3y , E2 and E3 blowups together with
the other ones at the end to get
= [[[[M ×M2x ;V ];1,y ∩ Vx]a1;1,y ∩ E1,x]a1; . . .]∗. (38)
Here we use the shorthand notation [A; . . .]∗ to indicate that there are different degrees to the
various blowups at the end.
Now we notice that in M × M2x , the submanifolds R = (M × y) ∩ E1,x and Q = lift of V
intersect cleanly to give a manifold we will call A, as in part (3) of the commuting blowups
theorem. Thus [M × M2x ;Q; A˜; ˜˜R] = [M × M2x ;R; A˜′; ˜˜Q]. If we consider these submanifolds,
we can see that A˜ = 1,y ∩ Vx and ˜˜R = 1,y ∩ E1,x . So before the switch we have exactly the
blowup in Eq. (38). So that sequence of blowups is equal to
= [[[M ×M2x ; (M ×y)∩ E1,x]; (M ×y)∩ E1,x ∩ V ;V ]a1; . . .]∗. (39)
When we consider it, we then notice that [M ×M2x ; (M ×y) ∩ E1,x] = M ×M2y . With this in
mind, we can also rewrite A˜′ = E1,y ∩ (∂M ×M2y ) and ˜˜Q = (E˜1,x  ˚E1,y)∩ (∂M ×M2y ). So we
have
= [[M ×M2y ;E1,y ∩ (∂M ×M2y ); (E˜1,x  ˚E1,y)∩ (∂M ×M2y )]a1; . . .]∗. (40)
Thus we have a natural map π2y,1 :M
3
y → M2y that is the composition of several blowdown maps
from M3y to M ×M2y with the natural projection M ×M2y → M2. Thus this map is a b-fibration.
Again by construction this map fits into the necessary commutative diagram.
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M3z =
[[[[
M3y ; ∂3z
]
a2
;i,z ∩ Vy
]
a2
;i,z ∩ Gi,y
]
a2
;i,z ∩ Ei,y
]
a2
.
As for the b- and φ-triple spaces, notice that the submanifolds of each type i,z ∩Vy , i,z ∩Gi,y
and i,z ∩ Ei,y are disjoint from others of the same type for i = 1,2,3. Further, if the indices i
and i′ are distinct then manifolds of two different types are disjoint from each other. Thus by
part (1) of Theorem 6, we can put the blowups with i = 1 first, then put the others at the end:
M3z =
[[[[[
M3y ; ∂3z
]
a2
;1,z ∩ Vy
]
a2
;1,z ∩ G1,y
]
a2
;1,z ∩ E1,y
]
a2
, . . .
]
a2
.
Now, since ∂3z ⊂ 1,z ∩ Vy , by part (2) of the theorem, we can switch these blowups. Then in
addition, the lift in the 1,z ∩ Vy blowup of ∂3z is disjoint from submanifolds blown up in the
next two blowups, so we can use part (1) to move it to the end:
M3z =
[[[[[
M3y ;1,z ∩ Vy
]
a2
;1,z ∩ G1,y
]
a2
;1,z ∩ E1,y
]
a2
; ∂3z
]
a2
; . . .]
a2
.
To simplify notation, absorb this last blowup into the . . .]a2 . Now we can substitute for M3y using
the step above to get
M3z =
[[[[[[
M ×M2y ;E1,y ∩
(
∂M ×M2y
); (E˜1,x  ˚E1,y)∩ (∂M ×M2y )]a1; . . .]∗;
1,z ∩ Vy
]
a2
;1,z ∩ G1,y
]
a2
;1,z ∩ E1,y
]
a2
; . . .]
a2
.
Here the . . . coming from M3y include the blowup of ∂3y as well as blowups of submanifolds
of Ei,x for i = 1,2. Now again using part (1) of the theorem, we can move the blowups after ∂3y
to the end of our listed blowups to obtain:
M3z =
[[[[[
M ×M2y ;E1,y ∩
(
∂M ×M2y
); (E˜1,x  ˚E1,y)∩ (∂M ×M2y )]a1; ∂3y]a1;
1,z ∩ Vy
]
a2
;1,z ∩ G1,y;1,z ∩ E1,y
]
a2
; . . .]∗. (41)
At this point, we need to again apply part (3) of Theorem 6 to the blowups of ∂3y , 1,z ∩ Vy
and 1,z ∩G1,y . It is easier to describe the relevant submanifolds of S = [M ×M2y ;E1,y ∩ (∂M ×
M2y ); (E˜1,x  ˚E1,y) ∩ (∂M × M2y )]a1 if we use the equivalence of this space to the first blowups
in Eq. (39):
[
M ×M2x ;V ;1,y ∩ Vx;1,y ∩ E1,x
]
.
The new faces created by the three blowups here are, in order, Vx , G1,y and E1,y . Let Q be the lift
in S of ∂3y . This is the submanifold whose blowup creates Vy . Let P = the lift of 1,z ∩ G1,y .
Then P , Q are submanifolds of G1,y ⊂ S that intersect cleanly in R = P ∩ Q. By part (3) of
Theorem 6 [[[S;Q]a1;R′]a2;P ′]a2 = [[[S;P ]a2;R′′]a1;Q′′]a1 . The left-hand side corresponds
to the first five blowups in (41). So we may replace these with the right-hand side. Further, the
submanifolds R′′, Q′′ are disjoint from 1,z ∩ E1,y , so we may replace (41) by
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[[[
M ×M2y ;E1,y ∩
(
∂M ×M2y
); (E˜1,x  ˚E1,y)∩ (∂M ×M2y )]a1;
1,z ∩ G1,y;1,z ∩ E1,y
]
a2
,1,z ∩ Vy; . . .
]
∗.
Here G1,y is the front face arising from the blowup of E1,y ∩ (∂M × M2y ). Notice that (E˜1,x 
˚E1,y)∩ (∂M ×M2y ) is disjoint from the next two submanifolds blown up in this list, so we can use
part (1) of the theorem to put this blowup at the end and absorb it and the blowup of 1,z ∩ Vy
into the dots. So now our space looks like:
M3z =
[[[
M ×M2y ;E1,y ∩
(
∂M ×M2y
)]
a1
;1,z ∩ G1,y;1,z ∩ E1,y
]
a2
, . . .
]
∗.
We are almost done now. The next step is to use part (3) of Theorem 6 again to rearrange these
blowups from the form [[[M ×M2y ;Q]a1; A˜]a2; ˜˜R]a2 to the form [[[M ×M2y ;R]a2; A˜′]a1; ˜˜Q]a1 .
This yields
M3z =
[[[
M ×M2y ;1,z ∩ E1,y
]
a2
;E1,z ∩
(
∂M ×M2y
);E1,y ∩ (∂M ×M2y )]a1; . . .]∗.
Finally, we notice that M ×M2z = [M ×M2y ;1,z ∩ E1,y]a2 , so we have
M3z =
[[[
M ×M2z ;E1,z
]
a2
;E1,z ∩
(
∂M ×M2y
);E1,y ∩ (∂M ×M2y )]a1; . . .]∗.
That is, we again have a natural map π3z,1 :M
3
z → M2z that is the composition of several blow-
down maps to M × M2z followed by the projection on to M2z , and is therefore a b-fibration. It
again fits naturally into the commutative diagram by construction. 
Exponent matrices. In order to prove the main mapping theorem we need to calculate the expo-
nent matrices for the projections from the various blownup double spaces. Since M has only one
boundary hypersurface, the exponent matrices for maps from the blownup double spaces to M
are just vectors indexed by the boundary hypersurfaces of the blownup space.
Lemma 11. The exponent vectors of the πx -projections are, corresponding to the hypersurfaces
rf, lf, ffx of M2x , given by eπx,l = (0,1,1) and eπx,r = (1,0,1).
The exponent vectors of the πy -projections are, corresponding to the hypersurfaces rf, lf, ffyx ,
ffy of M2y , given by eπy,l = (0,1,1,1) and eπy,r = (1,0,1,1).
The exponent vectors of the πz-projections are, corresponding to the hypersurfaces rf, lf, ffzx ,
ffzy , and ffz of M2z , given by eπz,l = (0,1,1,1,1) and eπz,r = (1,0,1,1,1).
Proof. We’ll just consider the left projections, since the right ones are similar. We know
π∗,l(rf) ⊂ ∂M , so the first index is 0. The other bhs of M2∗ do map to ∂M , and in each new
set of local coordinates in the blowups, these faces all have bdf x. The maps π∗,l just write the
original coordinates in terms of the blownup coordinates, so π∗,l(x, . . .) = (x, . . .) in each case,
and thus the indices are all equal to 1. 
In order to prove the main composition theorem we need to calculate the exponent matrices for
the projections from the triple to the double spaces. By the same proof as for the projections from
the double spaces to M , these will be matrices consisting of just 1’s and 0’s that record simply if
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is completely determined by the map π3∗,i defined before Definition 23. For instance, for π
3
1 we
get:
(
π3z,1
)−1(
M2z
)= {M3z ,H1},(
π3z,1
)−1
(rf ) = {H3,E2,x ,E2,y ,E2,z},(
π3z,1
)−1
(lf ) = {H2,E3,x ,E3,y ,E3,z},(
π3z,1
)−1
(ffzx) = {Vx,E1,x ,G2,y ,G2,z,G3,y ,G3,z},(
π3z,1
)−1
(ffzy) = {Vy,E1,y ,G1,y ,F2,z,F3,z},(
π3z,1
)−1
(ffz) = {Vz,E1,z,G1,z,F1,z}. (42)
For reference, we record the analogous results for the b- and φ-triple space maps here.
(
π3x,1
)−1(
M2x
)= {M3x ,H1},(
π3x,1
)−1
(rf ) = {H3,E2,x},(
π3x,1
)−1
(lf ) = {H2,E3,x},(
π3x,1
)−1
(ffx) = {Vx,E1,x}, (43)(
π3y,1
)−1(
M2y
)= {M3y ,H1},(
π3y,1
)−1
(rf ) = {H3,E2,x ,E2,y},(
π3y,1
)−1
(lf ) = {H2,E3,x ,E3,y},(
π3y,1
)−1
(ffyx) = {Vx,E1,x ,G2,y ,G3,y},(
π3y,1
)−1
(ffy) = {Vy,E1,y ,G1,y}. (44)
3.4. Full a-calculus, polyhomogeneous mapping and composition theorems
We will formulate the mapping and composition theorems for operators in the full calculus
since it is almost no extra work and will be used in the sequel to this paper. Before we introduce
the full calculus, we need to define certain half-density bundles on M2z . Choosing a suitable
half-density bundle will make the bookkeeping easier.
We first discuss how densities behave under quasihomogeneous blowup. This and the formu-
las in Theorems 7 and 8 below will be most transparent if we start our discussion with b-densities
rather than smooth densities. Recall that we denote the set of b-densities on an n-dimensional
manifold with corners X by C∞(X,Ωb). In local coordinates near a codimension k corner
in X given by x1 = · · · = xk = 0, a b-density is of the form | dx1x1 · · ·
dxk
xk
dy1 · · ·dyn−k| times
a smooth function. Under quasihomogeneous blowup β : [X;Y ]a → X of the boundary subman-
ifold Y = {x1 = · · · = xr = 0, y1 = · · · = ym = 0} to order a this lifts, in the coordinates (13),
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j =i
dWj
Wj
∏
l dVl |. Together with a similar calculation in the coordinates (14) this
means that
C∞
([X;Y ]a, β∗Ωb)= ρamC∞([X;Y ]a,Ωb)
naturally, for any boundary defining function ρ of the front face. We apply this to the successive
blowups of M2 in ∂x = (∂M)2 (with a = 1, m = 0), in ∂y (with a = a1, m = 1 + b) and then
in ∂z (with a = a2, m = 1 + b + f1), where in the latter two blowups the previous vanishing
factors are also lifted. This yields the following result. Denote
Ωa,0 = Ωa,0
(
M2z
) := β∗a (Ωb(M2)), (45)
that is, sections of Ωa,0(M2z ) are lifts of b-densities on M2. Let
γy = (1 + b)a1, γz = (1 + b)(a1 + a2)+ f1a2 (46)
and let ρx , ρy , ρz, ρlf, ρrf be defining functions for the faces ffzx , ffzy , ffz, lf, rf of M2z respec-
tively. Then we obtain
C∞
(
M2z ,Ωa,0
)= ργyy ργzz C∞(M2z ,Ωb). (47)
For the density bundle used for the small calculus, (22), we have an extra factor ρ−γzlf ρ
−γz
rf coming
from the a-densities on M ×M . This factor lifts also, and we obtain
C∞
(
M2z , Ω˜a
)= ρ−γzlf ρ−γzrf ρ−2γzx ρ−2γz+γyy ρ−γzz C∞(M2z ,Ωb). (48)
For the mapping and composition theorems in the full calculus it is more natural to use half-
densities associated with a density bundle we denote Ωa = Ωa(M2z ) and which satisfies
C∞
(
M2z ,Ωa
)= ρ−γyy ρ−γzz C∞(M2z ,Ωb). (49)
Invariantly it may be given as Ωa = (Ωb)2 ⊗ Ω−1a,0 . Note that kernels of operators in the small
calculus may be thought of as having coefficients in Ω1/2a (M2z ) rather than Ω˜
1/2
a (M
2
z ) since the
scaling powers in (48) and (49) are the same at ffz and since the kernels for the small a-calculus
vanish to infinite order at all other faces of M2z .
Definition 26. Let M be an a-manifold and let J be an index family for M2z . The full
a-pseudodifferential calculus on M with index family J is defined as the set of operators with
kernels in (for m ∈ R)
Ψm,Ja (M) := Im,J
(
M2z ,;Ω1/2a
(
M2z
))
.
Note that a different choice of half-density bundle would have resulted only in a shift of the
index sets in J . The given normalization is particularly convenient below, and is natural in that
it behaves in the same way with respect to the x and y front faces as with respect to the z front
face. For the index set G in Definition (15), Ψm,Ga (M) = Ψm(M).a
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functions.
Theorem 7. Let u be a b-half-density on M that is polyhomogeneous at ∂M with index set I . Let
P ∈ Ψm,Ja (M). If inf(J (rf ) + I ) > 0 then the pushforward in (33) converges and defines Pu,
which will be a b-half-density on M polyhomogeneous at ∂M with index set
J (lf )∪ (J (ffzx)+ I)∪ (J (ffzy)+ I)∪ (J (ffz)+ I).
Proof. We list index families for M2z in the order rf, lf, ffzx, ffzy, ffz as in Lemma 11. Choose
an auxiliary ν ∈ C∞(M,Ω1/2b ). Then for u ∈ AI (M,Ω1/2b ) we have (πz,l)∗ν · (πz,r )∗u ∈
AI(M2z ,Ω1/2a,0 ), where I = (I,0, I, I, I ) since eπz,r = (1,0,1,1,1) and by definition of Ω1/2a,0 .
Multiplying this with KP ∈ Im,J (M2z ,;Ω1/2a ) we obtain an element of Im,I+J (M2z ,;Ωb)
since the ρ-factors in the densities cancel out. The result now follows from the pushforward
Theorem 5. 
Theorem 8. Let P ∈ Ψm,Ia (M) and Q ∈ Ψm′,Ja (M). If inf(I(rf )+ J (lf)) > 0 then the pushfor-
ward in (34) converges, so P ◦Q is defined, and P ◦Q ∈ Ψm+m′,Ka (M), where
K = (π3z,2)#[(π3z,3)#(I)+ (π3z,1)#(J )+Wa]−wa (50)
for certain weight vectors Wa on M3z and wa on M2z as explained in the proof below. In particular,
K(ffz) =
(I(ffz)+ J (ffz))∪ (I(lf )+ J (rf )+ γz)∪ (I(ffzx)+ J (ffzx)
+ γz
)∪ (I(ffzy)+ J (ffzy)+ γz − γy).
If P ∈ Ψm,Ia (M) then its adjoint P ∗ ∈ Ψm,I ′a (M) where I ′ is obtained from I by switching the
index sets at lf, rf and leaving all other index sets the same.
Proof. The triple projection maps, π3z,i , are b-fibrations and transversal to the diagonal  ⊂ M2z .
Thus we may apply the pullback theorem to KP and KQ and obtain distributions conormal
with respect to the double diagonals in M3z . The double diagonals in M2 intersect transversally
at the triple diagonal in M3. Then by Lemma 8, the lifted double diagonals in M3z still inter-
sect transversally at the lifted triple diagonal. Further, each of the three double diagonals in M3
maps diffeomorphically to M2 under the opposite two triple projection maps. This remains true
for their lifts in the interior, since the blowdown maps are diffeomorphism there. Furthermore,
the lifted diagonal (say the 13-diagonal) hits E2,z, Vz, F2,z, G2,z and H2 in their interior and
transversally, so from (42) and the fact that all exponents are one we get that the whole lifted
double diagonals map diffeomorphically to the whole of the a-double spaces under the opposite
projection maps. So we can apply the pushforward Theorem 5.
To calculate the shifts in the index sets first recall the precise rule for composition: Choose
a non-vanishing section ν1/2a of Ω
1/2
a (M
2
z ), then P ◦ Q is determined by (P ◦ Q) · ν1/2a =
(π3z,2)∗[(π3z,3)∗P · (π3z,1)∗Q · (π3z,2)∗ν1/2a ]; in other words, with μa := (π3z,1)∗ν1/2a · (π3z,2)∗ν1/2a ·
(π3 )∗ν1/2a and P = pν1/2a , Q = qν1/2a one has (P ◦Q) ·ν1/2a = (π3 )∗[(π3 )∗p · (π3 )∗q ·μa].z,3 z,2 z,3 z,1
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sity bundle Ω∗(X) on a manifold with corners X with C∞(X,Ω∗(X)) = ρwC∞(X,Ωb(X)),
where ρ is a family of boundary defining functions and w assigns an integer to each bound-
ary hypersurface, call w = w(Ω∗(X)) its weight vector. Now μa is a smooth non-vanishing
section of Ωa(M3z ) := (π3z,1)∗Ω1/2a (M2z ) ⊗ (π3z,2)∗Ω1/2a (M2z ) ⊗ (π3z,3)∗Ω1/2a (M2z ), so if we set
Wa = w(Ωa(M3z )) and wa = w(Ωa(M2z )) then the pushforward theorem gives (50) where adding
a weight vector to an index family means shifting the z-component in Definition 8 by the
weights.
To determine Wa we compare it with Wa,0 = w(Ωa,0(M3z )) where Ωa,0(M3z ) :=
(β3a )
∗Ωb(M3). On the one hand, this can be determined from the definition of the a-triple space
using the considerations leading to (47), and this gives Wa,0 = (2γy, γy, γy;2γz, γy + γz, γz, γz),
with respect to the ordering Vy , Gi,y , Ei,y ; Vz, Fi,z, Gi,z, Ei,z of boundary hypersurfaces
of M3z (the weights are zero at the other faces). On the other hand, we have Ωa,0(M3z ) :=
(π3z,1)
∗Ω1/2a,0 (M2z ) ⊗ (π3z,2)∗Ω1/2a,0 (M2z ) ⊗ (π3z,3)∗Ω1/2a,0 (M2z ) since this results from pulling back
the obvious identity Ωb(M3) := (π31 )∗Ω1/2b (M2) ⊗ (π32 )∗Ω1/2b (M2) ⊗ (π33 )∗Ω1/2b (M2) by β3a .
Now the pullback theorem shows that with w0 = 12 (wa −wa,0), where wa,0 = w(Ωa,0(M2z )), we
have Wa −Wa,0 = (π3z,1)#w0 + (π3z,2)#w0 + (π3z,3)#w0. With wa,0 = (γy, γz) (with respect to the
faces ffzy , ffz of M2z , the weights being zero at the other faces) from (47) and wa = (−γy,−γz)
from (49) we get w0 = (−γy,−γz) and then Wa − Wa,0 = −(3γy, γy, γy;3γz,2γy + γz, γz, γz)
from (42). Together, we obtain Wa = (Wa − Wa,0) + Wa,0 = −(γy,0,0;−γz,−γy,0,0). This
gives the result.
The statement about adjoints is clear since the kernel of the adjoint is obtained by switching
the factors in M ×M and taking the complex conjugate. 
In particular, we have:
Corollary 1. Operators in the small a-calculus may be composed. For c, c′ ∈ R ∪ {∞} and
m,m′ ∈ R ∪ {−∞} we have
xcΨma (M) · xc
′
Ψm
′
a (M) ⊂ xc+c
′
Ψm+m′a (M).
Also, xcΨma (M) is closed under taking adjoints.
Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 8 by choosing the index sets at ffz to be (c+N0)×{0}
and (c′ + N)× {0}, respectively, and all other index sets to be ∅. 
Notice also
Corollary 2. The small a-calculus is invariant under conjugation by powers of the boundary
defining function x.
Proof. This can be seen by applying the composition theorem, Theorem 8, or more simply by
observing that multiplication by (x′/x)α = tα leaves Im,G(M2z ,; Ω˜1/2a (M2z )) in Definition 15
invariant since t has only a finite order zero and pole at rf and lf, respectively, and is non-
vanishing otherwise. 
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Lemma 12. The symbol map Ψma (M)
aσm−−→ S[m](aT ∗M) and the normal operator map
Ψma (M)
Na−−→ Ψmsus(aN ′B1)−φ2(∂M) are star algebra homomorphisms. That is, if P ∈ Ψma (M)
and Q ∈ Ψm′a (M), then aσm+m′(PQ) = aσm(P )aσm′(Q) and Na(PQ) = Na(P )Na(Q), and
aσm(P
∗) = aσm(P ) and Na(P ∗) = Na(P )∗.
Proof. Consider first the symbol map. By continuity, it suffices to show that for any interior
diagonal point p ∈ ˚z ⊂ M2z we have aσm(PQ)(p, ·) = aσm(P )(p, ·)aσm′(Q)(p, ·). Let χ(x)
be a cutoff function on M2z that equals one near the front face, is supported near the front face,
and equals zero near the point p. Use this to break the kernels KP and KQ down into pieces
KP,1 and KQ,1 supported near the front face and KP,2 and KQ,2 away from it. When we lift
these pieces to the double space to compose them, the lifts from the right and left respectively of
KP,1 and KQ,1 will vanish in a neighborhood of the preimage of p along the lift of the diagonal
from the middle. Thus of the four terms in the composition of the two sums, only the composition
of KP,2 and KQ,2 will contribute to the symbol at p. But then we are away from the boundary,
and there the standard argument implies that the symbol is multiplicative.
For the normal operator we know from Definition 19 that for u ∈ C∞(∂M) and for any smooth
extension u˜ to the interior, we have
N̂a(PQ)(p,μ)u =
[
e−igPQ
(
eigu˜
)]
|F2,p
= [e−igP eig[e−igQ(eigu˜)]]|F2,p .
But [e−igQ(eigu˜)] is an extension to the interior of [e−igQ(eigu˜)]|F2,p = N̂a(Q)(p,μ)u, so over-
all,
N̂a(PQ)(p,μ)u =
(
N̂a(P )(p,μ) ◦ N̂a(Q)(p,μ)
)
u.
Here the composition is simply multiplication in the transform variables τ , η and ξ , and
is composition of the differential operators in w. This implies after transforming back that
Na(PQ) = Na(P ) ◦Na(Q).
The statements on adjoints are clear from the definitions and the standard symbol formu-
las. 
4. Parametrix construction and proof of main theorems
We can now construct the desired parametrix for a fully elliptic a-pseudodifferential operator.
Theorem 9. Let P ∈ Ψma (M) be a fully elliptic a-operator over an a-manifold M . Then there
exists an a-operator Q of order −m over M such that PQ = I +R1 and QP = I +R2, where
Ri ∈ x∞Ψ−∞a (M).
Proof. This is proved by the ‘usual’ parametrix construction, applied twice. First, since P is
elliptic, its principal symbol aσm(P ) is invertible, with inverse in S[−m](aT ∗M). By exactness
of the symbol sequence for order −m, there is Q1 ∈ Ψ−m such that aσ−m(Q1) = aσm(P )−1.a
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for order zero, PQ1 = I + R1 for some R1 ∈ Ψ−1a . The remainder can now be improved using
a kind of Neumann series. That is, let S be an asymptotic sum for I − R1 + R21 − +· · · , which
exists since Rn1 ∈ Ψ−na , and set Qs = Q1S. Then PQs = (I + R1)S = I + Rs with Rs ∈ Ψ−∞a ,
so Qs is a ‘small parametrix.’
To obtain a full parametrix, we first want to improve Qs to Qs + Q′ such that the re-
mainder Rf,1 in P(Qs + Q′) = I + Rf,1 is both in Ψ−∞a and has Na(Rf,1) = 0. Subtracting
PQs = I + Rs from this equation gives PQ′ = Rf,1 − Rs , and applying Na to this and using
that Na is an algebra homomorphism we see that the condition Na(Rf,1) = 0 is equivalent to
Na(P )Na(Q
′) = −Na(Rs). Now Na(P ) is invertible by full ellipticity, so we can rewrite this
as Na(Q
′) = −Na(P )−1Na(Rs). Using the exact sequence for Na (with m = −∞) we see that
Q′ ∈ Ψ−∞a can be chosen to have this normal operator.
We conclude that, with Qf,1 = Qs + Q′, we have PQf,1 = I + Rf,1 with Rf,1 ∈ xΨ−∞a ,
again by the exact sequence for Na. Now by Corollary 1, we know that Rnf,1 ∈ xnΨ−∞a for all n,
so if we choose an asymptotic sum Sf ∈ Ψ 0a of I − Rf,1 + R2f,2 − +· · · using Lemma 4, then
Qf = Qf,1Sf satisfies PQf = I +Rf where Rf ∈ x∞Ψ−∞a , so Qf is a right parametrix for P .
Finally, we do the same construction again except that we multiply the various Q’s from the
left and find a left parametrix Q′f , so that Q′f P = I +R′f with R′f ∈ x∞Ψ−∞a . Then evaluating
Q′f PQf in two ways we get Q′f (I +Rf ) = Q′f PQf = (I +R′f )Qf , so Qf −Q′f = Q′f Rf −
R′fQf ∈ x∞Ψ−∞a , which implies that QfP differs from Q′f P by an element of x∞Ψ−∞a , hence
is again of the form QfP = I +R with R ∈ x∞Ψ−∞a , so Qf is a two-sided parametrix. 
4.1. Sobolev mapping theorems
In order to obtain the Fredholm and regularity results in Theorem 3 from Theorem 9 we
need to define a-Sobolev spaces and see how a-pseudodifferential operators map between them.
First consider how to define L2 spaces. Denote by L2(M,Ω1/2) the space of measurable half-
densities u on ˚M with finite norm ‖u‖L2 := (
∫ |u|2)1/2. Note that this integral is well defined
since |u|2 is a density. Because of this invariance, and since in the interior of M any density
can be viewed as an a-density and vice versa, putting a different half-density bundle here, for
example Ω1/2a , would make no difference. In Section 4.2 we will explain how to translate the
boundedness results from half-densities to functions.
The mapping properties of a-pseudodifferential operators are best expressed in terms of
a-Sobolev spaces. Before we introduce these we need a lemma.
Lemma 13. Assume P ∈ Ψma (M) is fully elliptic and is invertible as an operator in L2(M,Ω1/2).
Then P−1 is in Ψ−ma (M).
Proof. This is a standard argument. Let Q be a parametrix for P , so that PQ = I + R,
QP = I + R′ with R,R′ ∈ x∞Ψ−∞a (M). Multiplying by P−1 and reordering gives P−1 =
Q − P−1R and P−1 = Q − R′P−1. Plugging the second equation into the first yields P−1 =
Q − QR + R′P−1R. Now by a simple calculation we have R′LR ∈ x∞Ψ−∞a (M) for any
R,R′ ∈ x∞Ψ−∞a (M) and any operator L that is bounded on L2, and this gives the claim. Here
it is important that x∞Ψ−∞a (M) can be characterized without reference to the a-structure, as the
set of operators with Schwartz kernels smooth on M2 and vanishing to infinite order at ∂(M2).
It is standard that these operators are continuous maps C−∞(M) → C˙∞(M). 
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Lemma 14. For every m  0, there is an invertible fully elliptic element Gm ∈ Ψma (M) with
inverse in Ψ−ma (M).
Proof. Choose an a-metric g and let Em/2 ∈ Ψm/2a (M) be an operator with principal sym-
bol aσ(p, ξ) = |ξ |m/2g∗(p). Then Em/2 is elliptic. By Lemma 5 Na(Em/2) is elliptic. Hence
N̂a(Em/2)(p,μ) is an elliptic element of Ψm/2(φ−12 (p)) for all (p,μ) ∈ (aN ′)∗B1. Now
let Gm = E∗m/2Em/2 + 1. This is a positive operator, and is still elliptic of order m since
m  0. By Definition 17, Na(E∗m/2) = Na(Em/2)∗. Further, since the normal operator map
is an algebra homomorphism, Na(Gm) = Na(Em/2)∗Na(Em/2) + I . Hence N̂a(Gm)(p,μ) =
N̂a(Em/2)(p,μ)∗N̂a(Em/2)(p,μ) + I is elliptic and positive, hence invertible in Ψ ∗(φ−12 (p))
for each (p,μ), by the analogue of Lemma 13 in the standard calculus. By Lemma 5 it follows
that Gm is fully elliptic. Since it is also positive, it is invertible. By Lemma 13 the inverse is in
Ψ−ma (M). 
We use these operators to define weighted Sobolev spaces on M .
Definition 27. Let Gm be chosen as in Lemma 14 for m > 0, G0 = I , and let Gm = G−1−m for
m < 0. For m,α ∈ R, the weighted Sobolev space xαHma (M,Ω1/2) is defined by completing
C∞0 ( ˚M,Ω1/2) with respect to the norm:
‖u‖xαHma =
∥∥Gm(x−αu)∥∥L2 .
The definition extends in an obvious way to sections of Ω1/2 ⊗ E for a Hermitian vector
bundle E over M . It follows from the next theorem that any other choice of invertible fully
elliptic operator G′m defines the same Sobolev spaces and endows them with an equivalent norm.
Theorem 10. Let M be an a-manifold and let E, F be Hermitian vector bundles over M . An
operator P ∈ Ψma (M,E,F ) defines a bounded map
P :xαHka
(
M,Ω1/2 ⊗E)→ xαHk−ma (M,Ω1/2 ⊗ F )
for any m,k,α ∈ R.
Proof. We prove this only for the case where E and F are trivial line bundles, as the general
case follows by localization from this case. By Corollary 2 it suffices to consider the case that
α = 0. Further reduce the proof to the case that k = m = 0 as follows. Assume that the theorem
is true if k = m = 0. The operator P ′ = Gk−mPG−k has order zero, so it is bounded on L2.
By definition, Gl is an isomorphism Hla → L2 for all l. Therefore, P = G−1k−mP ′Gk is bounded
Hka → L2 → L2 → Hk−ma .
So we need to show boundedness on L2 of zero order operators P . This can be reduced to
boundedness of operators in x∞Ψ−∞a (M) by adapting a standard argument of Hörmander. Using
exactness of the standard symbol sequence, multiplicativity and asymptotic completeness of the
standard symbol, one uses an iterative procedure to find an approximate square root of CI −P ∗P
for a sufficiently large constant C, i.e. a selfadjoint operator Q ∈ Ψ 0(M,E,F ) satisfying Q2 =a
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even be found so that R ∈ x∞Ψ−∞a (M); the details can be done in the same way as in [19].
Reordering gives P ∗P = CI −Q2 +R, hence ‖Pu‖2  C‖u‖2 + 〈Ru,u〉 for any u ∈ L2 since
‖Qu‖2  0, so boundedness of P follows from boundedness of R.
Finally, operators in x∞Ψ−∞a (M) are Hilbert–Schmidt, hence bounded, since their kernels
are square integrable (see Lemma 15 below), so we are done. 
We now consider compactness.
Lemma 15. Let P ∈ xpΨ ka (M). If p > 0 and k < 0 then P is a compact operator on
xαHma (M,Ω
1/2) for any α, m. If p > 12 (γz −1), where γz is defined in (46), and k < −dimM/2
then P is a Hilbert–Schmidt operator.
Proof. By a conjugation argument as in the proof of Theorem 10 it suffices to prove this on L2.
We first prove the second claim. To do this, we need to show that the kernel of P is square
integrable. Since k < −dimM/2 the kernel of P is locally square integrable in the interior of M2z .
Also, by definition it vanishes to infinite order at all faces except ffz, so it suffices to check square
integrability in a neighborhood of ffz. In local coordinates the kernel is
K ′P (x,T , y,Y, z,Z,w,w′)|dT dY dZ dw′|1/2
∣∣x−γz dx dy dzdw∣∣1/2,
where K ′P = xph with h vanishing faster than any negative power as |(T ,Y,Z)| → ∞ and
square integrable in T , Y , Z , w, w′ near the diagonal T = Y = Z = 0, w = w′, uniformly up to
x = 0. Therefore, |K ′P |2 is integrable since the exponents of x add up to 2p − γx > −1 and y, z,
w and w′ vary only over compact sets.
If P ∈ xpΨ ka (M) then its adjoint P ∗ is also in xpΨ ka (M) and (P ∗P)N ∈ x2NpΨ 2Nka (M) by
Corollary 1, so if p > 0, k < 0 then for some N ∈ N the operator (P ∗P)N is Hilbert–Schmidt,
hence compact, by the first part of the proof. Since P ∗P is selfadjoint the spectral theorem then
implies that |P | = √P ∗P is compact, and the polar decomposition of P then shows that P is
compact. 
4.2. Proofs of the main theorems
From half-densities to functions. In the body of the paper we have chosen to state our results
in terms of half-densities since in this way we did not have to choose an auxiliary measure for
the L2 and Sobolev spaces. The theorems in the introduction were stated in terms of functions,
not half-densities. Therefore, we now translate the results to statements about functions which
are in L2 or Sobolev spaces with respect to any fixed density.
As before we identify half-densities with functions by choosing a fixed positive density ν on
the interior of M and identifying f ν1/2 with f . Thus, define
xαHma (M,ν) =
{
f ∈ C−∞(M): f ν1/2 ∈ xαHma
(
M,Ω1/2
)}
,
with norm ‖f ‖xαHma (M,ν) = ‖f ν1/2‖xαHma (M,Ω1/2), and similarly for sections of a Hermitian vec-
tor bundle over M . For the L2 space, i.e. α = m = 0, this is standard notation since it gives
‖f ‖L2(M,ν) = (
∫ |f |2ν)1/2. These Sobolev spaces of functions depend on the choice of ν, but
multiplying ν by a smooth positive function will not change them. For example, the a-Sobolev
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sponds to a shift in weight:
xαHma
(
M,xsν
)= xα− s2 Hma (M,ν).
We have the following corollary of the Sobolev mapping theorem.
Corollary 3. Let ν be a positive density on ˚M . If P ∈ Ψma (M,E,F ) then Pν = ν−1/2Pν1/2
defines a bounded map
Pν :x
αHka (M,E,ν) → xαHk−ma (M,F, ν)
for any m,k,α ∈ R.
Here ν±1/2 denotes the multiplication operator.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 10 by considering the sequence of bounded maps
xαHka (M,E,ν)
ν1/2−−→ xαHka
(
M,Ω1/2 ⊗E) P−→ xαHk−ma (M,Ω1/2 ⊗ F )
ν−1/2−−−→ xαHk−ma (M,F, ν). 
Note that, if ν = xsν0 for s ∈ R and ν0 a smooth positive density on M , then for
an a-differential operator P the corresponding Pν is of the form (6). This follows from
x−s(x1+a1+a2∂x)xs = x1+a1+a2∂x + xa1+a2s. Also, by arguments similar to those in the case
of closed manifolds, it is straightforward to show that f ∈ L2(M,ν) is in Hma (M,ν) if and only
if f ∈ Hmloc( ˚M) and in any adapted local coordinates near the boundary, Pνf ∈ L2(M,ν) for
all Pν as in (6).
For the proof of Theorem 3 we need to relate tempered distribution and weighted Sobolev
spaces. For the following lemma see also [23, Section 3.5].
Definition 28 (and Lemma). Schwartz space on a compact manifold with boundary M is defined
as
C˙∞(M) := {f ∈ C∞(M): f vanishes to infinite order at ∂M}
where ν is a smooth positive density. This is the intersection of all weighted b-Sobolev spaces:
C˙∞(M) =
⋂
α∈R,m∈R
xαHmb (M,ν). (51)
The Fréchet topology on C˙∞(M) is defined using the norms of these Sobolev spaces.
The space of tempered distributions is defined as the dual space
C˙−∞(M) = (C˙∞(M))∗.
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in the standard Hm(M,ν) Sobolev space away from the boundary and, in any local coordinate
patch U near the boundary, (x∂x)k∂γy u ∈ L2(U) whenever k + |γ |m. Therefore the Sobolev
embedding theorem gives ‖xmu‖Cl(M)  C‖u‖Hmb (M,ν) whenever m> l + 12 dimM , from which
the claim follows easily. 
Lemma 16. The intersection of all weighted a-Sobolev spaces is the Schwartz space on M :
C˙∞(M) =
⋂
α,m∈R
xαHma (M,ν),
and the topologies are equivalent. The union of all weighted a-Sobolev spaces is the space of
tempered distributions:
C˙−∞(M) =
⋃
α,m∈R
xαHma (M,ν).
Proof. It suffices to show that for each β ∈ R, k ∈ Z there are α,α′ ∈ R, m,m′ ∈ Z so that
xαHma (M,ν) ⊂ xβHkb (M,ν) ⊂ xα
′
Hm
′
a (M,ν)
with continuous inclusions. For non-negative k this follows from the obvious inclusions
xαa Diffm(M) ⊂ xαb Diffm(M) ⊂ xα−m(a1+a2)a Diffm(M)
and for negative k using the duality of Hka (M,ν) with H−ka (M,ν) and similar for b-Sobolev
spaces. 
Proof of Theorems 1 and 3. Fix a positive regular density ν on M and identify P ∈ Ψma (M)
acting on half-densities with Pν = ν−1/2Pν1/2 acting on functions. The general a-differential
operator (6) is then really Pν , for P having the kernel (21), which is clearly in Ψma (M). Together
with Theorem 9 this proves Theorem 1.
In our new notation, the operator P in Theorem 3 should be replaced by Pν . For the metric
g = x2rgab we have dvolg = xnrdvolgab where n = dimM . Also, dvolgab is a positive a-density,
so it equals x−γz times a positive regular density, with γz defined in (46). We use this regular
density as ν in the identification above. Then we have dvolg = xsν with s = nr − γz and so
xαHka (M,E,dvolg) = xα−s/2Hka (M,E,ν). The theorem therefore follows from Corollary 3 and
the corresponding statements for half-densities which we now prove.
By Theorem 9, P has a parametrix, so PQ = I +R, QP = I +R′ with R,R′ ∈ x∞Ψ−∞a (M).
By Lemma 15 R and R′ are compact operators on xαL2(M,Ω1/2) for any α, so P is Fredholm
on this space. If Pu = f ∈ xαHka (M,Ω1/2) and u ∈ xα′Hk′a (M,Ω1/2) then applying Q gives
u+R′u = QPu = Qf . Now Qf ∈ xαH(k+m)a (M,Ω1/2) by Theorem 10, and R′u is in the same
space by the same theorem, so u must also be. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Write  = ab . Since gab is a complete metric,  is essentially selfadjoint
on compactly supported smooth functions, and since it is non-negative, its spectrum is contained
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more, the principal symbol of  is σ(p, ξ) = |ξ |2g∗(p) times the identity, which is invertible by
definition of an a-metric. Therefore, the Laplacian is a-elliptic.
Therefore, the theorem follows from the following claim: If P ∈ Ψma (M), m  0, is elliptic
and non-negative then (P − λ)−1 ∈ Ψ−ma (M) for all λ ∈ C \ [0,∞). This claim is proved as fol-
lows. First, P  0 implies N̂a(P )(p,μ) 0 for each p, μ. Therefore, for each λ ∈ C\[0,∞) the
operator N̂a(P −λ)(p,μ) = N̂a(P )(p,μ)−λ ∈ Ψm(F2,p) is invertible as operator in L2(F2,p),
hence by Lemma 5 and the remark following it P − λ is fully elliptic, hence its inverse is in
Ψ−ma (M) by Lemma 13. 
In a future paper, we will consider the Laplacian in more detail, and show that parametrices
can be constructed for it with respect to various weighted Sobolev spaces.
Appendix A. Multi-fibred boundary structures
In this appendix we show how the geometric setup of the main text may be generalized to
more than two fibrations. The treatment here is more systematic, and also serves to fill in the
details in parts of Section 2.
We introduce the structure of several nested fibrations at the boundary, extending to various
orders to the interior of a manifold with boundary. This is to encode the idea of vector fields
being tangent to the fibres of those fibrations at the boundary, such that the tangency to larger
fibres is to higher order than to the tangency to smaller fibres.
Definition 29. A tower of fibrations of manifolds with boundary is a sequence of fibrations Φ =
(Φ0, . . . ,Φk),
B˜k
Φk−−→ B˜k−1 Φk−1−−−→ · · · Φ1−−→ B˜0 Φ0−−→ B˜−1 = [0, ) (52)
where each B˜i is a manifold with boundary.
For simplicity we assume the B˜i to be connected. Then the fibre Φ−1i (p) is (up to diffeo-
morphism) independent of p ∈ B˜i−1 and will be denoted Fi . For i  j denote the compositions
Φi,j = Φj ◦ · · · ◦ Φi : B˜i → B˜j−1, with fibres Fi,j ⊂ B˜i . Then we get a sequence of nested fo-
liations of B˜k , given by the fibres of the maps Φk = Φk,k,Φk,k−1, . . . ,Φk,0, the leaves being
Fk = Fk,k,Fk,k−1, . . . ,Fk,0 of successively increasing dimension. Restriction of the map Φk
makes each Fk,i a fibre bundle over Fk−1,i for i < k.
Note that the map Φk,0 : B˜k → [0, ) is a boundary defining function, but it is natural to think
of it also as a fibration.
A tower of fibrations induces a tower of fibrations at the boundary, Bi = ∂B˜i ,
Bk
φk−→ Bk−1 φk−1−−−→ · · · φ1−→ B0
(→ {0})
with the same fibres. Such towers of fibrations (over closed manifolds) were also considered by
Bismut and Cheeger in [4] under the name of multi-fibrations.
For any fibration φ :M → B , tangency of a vector field V on M to the fibres of φ is equivalent
to Vf ≡ 0 for all functions u constant on the fibres, i.e. u ∈ C∞(M) := φ∗C∞(B). Therefore,φ
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boundary may be reasonably defined as V u = O(xa) for all u ∈ C∞φ (M). Here and in the sequel
we write O(xa) for a section of a vector bundle that is xa times a smooth section (smooth up to
the boundary), for some bdf x. This is independent of the choice of x.
Alternatively, tangency of V to the fibres of φ is equivalent to φ∗V = 0, where φ∗V is the sec-
tion of φ∗T B defined by (φ∗V )(p) = dφ|p(V|p) ∈ Tφ(p)B for p ∈ M . Then tangency to order a
is equivalent to φ∗V = O(xa). Therefore we define:
Definition 30. Let Φ be a tower of fibrations as in (52) and let a = (a0, . . . , ak) ∈ Nk+1. Define
the space of vector fields tangent to Φ to order a by
a,ΦV = {V ∈ Γ (T B˜k): V u = O(xak ) for all u ∈ C∞Φk (B˜k)
V u = O(xak−1+ak ) for all u ∈ C∞Φk,k−1(B˜k)
...
V u = O(xa0+···+ak ) for all u ∈ C∞Φk,0(B˜k)} (53)
= {V ∈ Γ (T B˜k): (Φk,i)∗V = O(xai+···+ak ) for i = 0, . . . , k}. (54)
The setup in the main text corresponds to k = 2, a0 = 1, and there we write simply a =
(a1, a2). Note that the last condition in (53) implies that all vector fields are tangent to the bound-
ary.
Examples of such structures appear previously in the b-calculus literature. For instance,
a tower of fibrations of height k = 0 is just a boundary defining function x :U → [0, ) on
U = B˜0. If a0 = 1 then a,xV = bV(U) is the set of vector fields tangent to the boundary, or
b-vector fields as defined in [21]. If a0 = 2 then a,xV = cV(U) is the set of cusp vector fields,
tangent to second order to the boundary, as defined in [19]. The set bV(U) is independent of
the choice of x but cV(U) depends on the choice of x up to constant multiple and to sec-
ond order at ∂U , i.e. x, x′ define the same structure if and only if x′ = cx + O(x2) for some
constant c > 0. A tower of fibrations of height k = 1 is given by a single fibration and a bound-
ary defining function, and in the case a0 = a1 = 1 is called a manifold with fibred boundary
in [19].
Local coordinate representations. Let Φ be a tower of fibrations. We say coordinates
x, y(0), y(1), . . . , y(k) on B˜k are compatible with Φ if x is the pullback via Φk,0 of a coordinate on
B˜−1 = [0, ), the y(0) are pulled back via Φk,1 from B˜0 and so on. Each y(i) is a (dimFi)-tuple
and may be thought of as coordinates on Fi , for each i (but more precisely y(i) are just pullbacks
of functions on B˜i which, complemented by x and the pullbacks of y(0), . . . , y(i−1) to B˜i , are
local coordinates on B˜i ).
Choose compatible coordinates on a coordinate neighborhood U ⊂ B˜k . Write ∂y(i) for
∂
y
(i)
1
, ∂
y
(i)
2
, . . . . Then (Φk,i)∗∂y(j) = ∂y(j) for j < i (with y(−1) := x). Therefore, a vector field
β−1∂x +∑ki=0 βi∂y(i) satisfies the conditions in (54) if and only if βi−1 = O(xai+···+ak ) for
i = 0, . . . , k, and this shows
a,ΦV|U = spanC∞(B˜k)|U
{
xa0+···+ak ∂x, xa1+···+ak ∂y(0) , . . . , xak ∂y(k−1) , ∂y(k)
}
. (55)
We now define the main object of interest.
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ary structure to order a (or a-structure) on M is a space of vector fields aV(M) ⊂ Γ (TM)
for which there is a tower of fibrations Φ with B˜k a neighborhood of the boundary of M and
aV(M)|B˜k = a,ΦV . In this case we say that aV(M) is represented by Φ .
Alternatively, an a-structure may be characterized by the dual space of one-forms
aΩ(M) = {ω ∈ Ω1( ˚M): ω(V ) extends smoothly from ˚M to M, for all V ∈ aV(M)}
or in terms of the algebra of functions
aF(M) = {u ∈ C∞(M): V u = O(xa0+···+ak ) for all V ∈ aV(M)}. (56)
The algebra aF(M) determines aV(M) via
aV(M) = {V ∈ Γ (TM): V u = O(xa0+···+ak ) for all u ∈ aF(M)}.
Let aV(M) be represented by Φ , and let x, y(0), y(1), . . . , y(k) be coordinates compatible
with Φ , defined on a neighborhood U of a boundary point of M . Then it is clear from (55)
that
aΩ(M)|U = spanC∞(M)|U
{
dx
xa0+···+ak
,
dy(0)
xa1+···+ak
, . . . ,
dy(k−1)
xak
, dy(k)
}
, (57)
aF(M)|U =
{
u−1(x)+ xa0u0
(
x, y(0)
)+ xa0+a1u1(x, y(0), y(1))+ · · ·
+ xa0+···+akuk
(
x, y(0), . . . , y(k)
)
: u−1, . . . , uk smooth
}
. (58)
(To see (58), write an arbitrary function in terms of its Taylor expansion in x and check using (56)
which variables each coefficient may depend on). That is, a function is in aF(M) if and only if
it is constant on the leaves of Φk,i up to an error O(xa0+···+ai ) for each i = 0, . . . , k:
aF(M) = C∞Φk,0(M)+ xa0C∞Φk,1(M)+ · · · + xa0+···+akC∞(M),
where x is the bdf Φk,0, or more generally any bdf in aF(M).
The basic geometric structure of interest to us is any one of the spaces aV(M), aΩ(M)
or aF(M), but for practical purposes it is often convenient to work with a Φ represent-
ing it. Now we need to understand when two towers of fibrations Φ , Φ ′ are equivalent to
order a in the sense that they define the same structure aV(M). We first do this in coor-
dinates. Let x, y(0), . . . , y(k) be compatible coordinates for Φ and x′, y(0)′ , . . . , y(k)′ for Φ ′.
Since these are two coordinate systems on a neighborhood of the boundary in M we may
regard x′ and each y(i)′ as functions of x, y(0), . . . , y(k). For the structures to be equivalent,
the spaces of 1-forms in (57) must be the same for the two sets of coordinates. In particu-
lar, (x′)−a0−···−ak dx′, (x′)−a1−···−ak dy(0)′ , . . . , (x′)−ak dy(k−1)′ , dy(k)′ must lie in (57). Here one
can replace x′ in the denominators by x since the quotient of any two boundary defining functions
is smooth. One obtains, with smooth functions uj ,i
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′ = ukk
(
x, y(0), . . . , y(k)
)
,
y(k−1)′ = uk−1k−1
(
x, y(0), . . . , y(k−1)
)+O(xak ),
y(k−2)′ = uk−2k−2
(
x, y(0), . . . , y(k−2)
)+xak−1uk−2k−1(x, y(0), . . . , y(k−1))+O(xak−1+ak ),
...
y(0)
′ = u00
(
x, y(0)
) +xa1u01(x, y(0), y(1)) +· · · +O(xa1+···+ak ),
x′ = u−1−1(x) +xa0u−10
(
x, y(0)
) +· · · +O(xa0+···+ak ).
(59)
Here uji is R
dimFj valued. It is not hard to see that these equations are also sufficient for equiv-
alence of Φ , Φ ′. The terms ujj here are the local coordinate form of a diffeomorphism between
Φ and Φ ′, i.e. a set of diffeomorphisms Ai : B˜i → B˜ ′i commuting with the Φi , Φ ′i . In particular,
by the conditions on boundary defining functions, u−1−1(x) = xv(x) for some smooth function v.
Clearly, if Φ , Φ ′ are diffeomorphic then they are equivalent to any order since they define the
same fibres. The higher terms describe what deviation from diffeomorphism is allowed to yield
the same multi-fibration structure to order a, that is, to what orders the fibres of Φi,Φ ′i may differ
(up to the coordinate changes Ai ). The last equation simply says x′ ∈ aF(M). In particular, for
any k, the tower of fibrations at the boundary is determined by aV(M), up to diffeomorphism.
In the examples above, we see that for k = 0 and a0 = 2, the function u−1−1 is just cx. Also, for
a0 = 1 and any k, the first term in the x′ formula can be absorbed into the second, and for k = 2,
a0 = a1 = 1 this gives precisely the condition x′ ∈ xC∞φ (M) from [19].
The following normal form shows that any multi-fibred boundary structure may be expressed
in the apparently more special form used in the main part of the paper, Definition 3.
Lemma 17. Any multi-fibred boundary structure may be represented by a tower of fibrations with
B˜i = Bi × [0,1) and Φi = φi × id for all i.
Proof. Given any representing tower of fibrations, first trivialize Φ0 : B˜0 → [0,1). This can be
done since [0,1) is simply connected. This puts B˜0 and Φ0 into product structure. Next, choose
any trivialization B˜1 ∼= B1 × [0,1) of Φ0 ◦ Φ1. Then Φ1 :B1 × [0,1) → B0 × [0,1) is a family,
parametrized by x ∈ [0,1), of fibrations B1 → B0. These have to be equivalent via a smooth
family of diffeomorphisms of B1. Composing with these diffeomorphisms, we obtain product
structure for Φ1 as well. Continue like this up to B˜k,Φk . 
Equivalence and fibre diagonals. From now on we consider only the case a0 = 1 for simplicity.
For a fibration φ :M → B let φ = {(p,p′): φ(p) = φ(p′)} ⊂ M2 be the fibre diagonal. Two
fibrations φ :M → B , φ′ :M → B ′ have the same fibre diagonal if and only if they are diffeo-
morphic in the sense described above, i.e. if and only if they have the same fibres. Therefore, it
is not surprising that equivalence of towers of fibrations, to some order a at the boundary, may
be reformulated in terms of agreement to finite order of their fibre diagonals. In Definition 13
we have introduced the notion of ‘agreement to finite order’ only for p-submanifolds. However,
(fibre) diagonals in M2, for M a manifold with boundary, are not p-submanifolds. Therefore, we
first blow up the corner ∂M × ∂M ; then we are in the setting of p-submanifolds.
Given a tower of fibrations M = B˜k Φk−−→ B˜k−1 Φk−1−−−→ · · · Φ1−−→ B˜0 Φ0−−→ B˜−1 = [0, ), with as-
sociated fibrations Φk,i :M → B˜i−1, we have
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Let βb :M2x = [M2, (∂M)2] → M2 be the blowdown map for the b-blowup and let ˜i be the lift
of Φk,i under βb . Then (
M2x ⊃
)
˜1 ⊃ ˜2 ⊃ · · · ⊃ ˜k (60)
is a chain of p-submanifolds, i.e. near any point there is one coordinate system in which all ˜i
are given by the vanishing of some of the coordinates. The submanifold ˜0 is irrelevant in the
sequel because a0 = 1.
The p-submanifold ˜i is an interior extension of i := ˜i ∩ ffx which under βb is identified
with the fibre diagonal φk,i ⊂ ∂M × ∂M . The equivalence introduced in Definitions 13 and 14
has a natural extension to such chains of submanifolds: Two interior extensions of the chain
1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ k agree to order (a1, . . . , ak) if and only if they define the same ideal
I(˜1)+ I(ffx)a1I(˜2)+ I(ffx)a1+a2I(˜3)+ · · · + I(ffx)a1+···+ak−1I(˜k)+ I(ffx)a1+···+ak .
We then have:
Theorem 11. Let a = (1, a1, . . . , ak). Two towers of fibrations on M are equivalent to order a if
and only if the associated chains (60) of p-submanifolds are equivalent to order (a1, . . . , ak) in
the sense introduced above.
This is proved in [11]. There we also show that a chain of p-submanifolds to order (a1, . . . , ak)
can be canonically resolved by first blowing up 1 to order a1, then 2 to order a2, etc. More
precisely, when blowing up 1 we lift 2, . . . ,k by taking the intersection of their extensions
˜2, . . . , ˜k with the front face, and similarly for subsequent lifts. In particular, the lift of i has
the same dimension as i .3 It is then easy to check that the centers of subsequent blowups are
still well defined to these orders after the previous blowups. We obtain:
Corollary 4. The double space M2a for a multi-fibred boundary structure to order a =
(1, a1, . . . , ak) is canonically defined as the resolution of the chain 1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ k to order
(a1, . . . , ak).
Recall that in the main text we use the notation a = (a1, a2) instead of a = (1, a1, a2).
Reducing a multi-fibred boundary structure. Given a multi-fibred boundary structure (mfbs)
aV(M), we may reduce it by ‘forgetting’ the smallest fibres. This may be iterated. Thus, let
l = 0, . . . , k and choose a tower of fibrations (52) representing Φ . Then the reduced mfbs
Redl(aV(M)) is represented by the tower of fibrations
B˜k
Φk,l−−→ B˜l−1 Φl−1−−−→ · · · Φ0−−→ [0,1) (61)
with the orders (a0, . . . , al). This is easily seen to be independent of the choice of Φ . In compat-
ible local coordinates near a boundary point, Redl(aV(M)) is spanned by
3 This is different from blowing up a chain of submanifolds (without increasing orders of definedness), as in [23],
where the lift say of 2 ⊂ 1 is its preimage, hence has larger dimension than 2.
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In particular, for l = 0 and a0 = 1 one gets bV(M).
Vector bundles associated with a multi-fibred boundary structure. (55) shows that aV(M)
is locally free and hence is the space of sections of a vector bundle, the a-tangent bundle aTM .
Thus, a local basis of aTM , at a boundary point, consists of the expressions in (55). Interpreting
v ∈ aTpM as a ‘usual’ tangent vector gives a natural bundle map ιa : aTM → TM which over
the interior of M is an isomorphism. Define the a-normal bundle
aN∂M := ker ιa|∂M. (62)
It is spanned by the same vectors as aTM except ∂y(k) .
aN∂M is actually the pullback of a bundle from the base Bk−1. To see this, let Φ : B˜k
Φk−−→
B˜k−1
Φk−1−−−→ · · · Φ0−−→ B˜−1 = [0, ) be a tower of fibrations representing aV(M), and let Φ ′ be the
tower
Φ ′ : B˜k−1 id−→ B˜k−1 Φk−1−−−→ · · · Φ0−−→ B˜−1 = [0, ).
Thus, the total space of Φ ′ is B˜k−1, and the smallest fibres are points. Then canonically
aN∂M ∼= (φk)∗
(
aN ′Bk−1
)
where aN ′Bk−1 := a,Φ ′T B˜k−1|Bk−1 . (63)
This is clear since in local coordinates, both sides are spanned by xa0+···+ak ∂x, . . . , xak ∂y(k−1) .
More invariantly, any V ′ ∈ a,Φ ′V lifts to a section of V ∈ a,ΦV , and the lift is unique when one
imposes the condition ιaV|Bk = 0, so this defines the desired isomorphism.
Denote by (a0,...,al )N∂M the a-normal bundle of the reduction Redl aV(M). It is spanned by
xa0+···+al ∂x, . . . , xal ∂y(l−1)
and is the pullback of a bundle on Bk−l−1. In particular, for l = 0 the basis is xa0∂x .
The a-normal bundle can be used to give a description of the top order front face ffa of M2a
(and of the previous front faces by cutting off the chain at B˜l for l < k), which lies at the core of
the analysis of the normal operator in the a-pseudodifferential calculus. Since ffa arises from the
blowup of a center canonically isomorphic with φk = ∂M ×φk ∂M , it is naturally fibred (via
the blowdown map) over this space.
For a = (a0, . . . , ak−1, ak) let a + 1 = (a0, . . . , ak−1, ak + 1). We call a choice of mfbs
a+1V(M) a one step refinement of a mfbs aV(M) if a+1V(M) ⊂ aV(M). A refinement allows us
to consider aN∗∂M naturally as a subspace of aT ∗∂MM (rather than a quotient, which it always
is), by defining its sections to be (xα)|∂M for α a section of a+1T ∗M , where x is a compatible
bdf. In local coordinates, aT ∗∂MM is spanned by the expressions on the right in (57) and aN∗∂M
by the same except dy(k).
Recall that in the main text the fibre diagonal Φk is called z, and its intersection with the
front face is identified with the boundary fibre diagonal φ .k
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interior of the front face of M2a
˚ffa ∼= aN∂M ×φk ∂M, (64)
as bundles over ∂M ×φk ∂M . The diffeomorphism is determined by, and determines, a one step
refinement of aV(M).
Suppose such an extension, hence identification (64) is chosen. If g ∈ C∞( ˚M) is such that dg
extends to a section of aN∗∂M then
β∗a
(
π∗l g − π∗r g
)
extends smoothly to ˚ffa and equals dg there (65)
where βa :M2a → M2 is the blowdown map and πl,πr :M2 → M are projections to the left and
right factor, and dg is considered as a function on aN∂M ×φk ∂M constant in the second factor.
Also, β∗a (π∗l g − π∗r g) has finite order singularities at the other faces of M2a .
Proof. We first give an invariant definition of the map aN∂M ×φk ∂M → ˚ffa and then write it
in local coordinates. Let p,p′ ∈ ∂M with φk(p) = φk(p′), so (p,p′) ∈ ∂M ×φk ∂M . The fibre
over (p,p′) of the vector bundle aN∂M ×φk ∂M → M ×φk ∂M , denoted aN(p,p′)∂M ×φk ∂M ,
is canonically identified with aNp∂M . Given v ∈ aN(p,p′)∂M ×φk ∂M ∼= aNp∂M , choose an
a-vector field V on M with V (p) = v. The lift of V to the left factor of M2 and then to M2a is
smooth, its restriction to the fibre ffa,(p,p′) of ffa over (p,p′) depends only on v and is tangent
to this fibre, defining a complete vector field on it. These claims will be checked below in local
coordinates. Let Av be the time one map of the flow of this restricted vector field. Then v → Av
defines an action of aN(p,p′)∂M ×φk ∂M on ffa,(p,p′) and makes ffa an affine bundle modelled
on the vector bundle aN∂M ×φk ∂M .
Giving an isomorphism (64) therefore corresponds to choosing a ‘zero section’ in ffa. Given
a refinement a+1V(M) of aV(M), the fibre diagonal φk , which is blown up last in the construc-
tion of M2a , is defined to order ak + 1. Since in M2a it is blown up only to order ak , its lift, the
intersection of ffa with the lift of the interior fibre diagonal Φk , is still well defined and projects
diffeomorphically to φk under the blowdown map, see the end of Section 2.3. This is the desired
section of ffa → ∂M ×φk ∂M .
We now write this construction in local coordinates, where the various claims made will be
obvious. For the purpose of clarity we will restrict to the case of a single fibration, ∂M φ−→ B ,
defined to order a. The general case is completely analogous. We denote base variables by y
and fibre variables by z. As in the main text we introduce coordinates t = x′/x on the b-blowup
and T = (1 − t)/xa , Y = (y − y′)/xa near the interior of the top front face ffa . Write p =
(y, z), p′ = (y, z′). Then T ∈ R and Y ∈ Rb are coordinates on ˚ffa,(p,p′). Recall that the fibre
aNp∂M (usually denoted φNp∂M) is spanned by x1+a∂x and xa∂y . Let α ∈ R, β ∈ Rb. By the
calculation (20) v = αx1+a∂x +βxa∂y lifts to be smooth near ˚ffa,(p,p′) and the lift is α∂T +β∂Y
there, hence is tangent to this fibre, with time one map Av : (T ,Y ) → (T + α,Y + β).
A change of coordinates y˜ = f (x, y)+ xar(x, y, z), x˜ = xh(x, y)+ x1+as(x, y, z) as in (59)
(where in x˜ the first term was absorbed into the second) yields
Y˜ = y˜ − y˜
′
= Yh−adyf +
(
r(0, y, z)− r(0, y, z′))h−a,x˜a
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′
x˜1+a
= T h−a + Yh−a−1dyh+
(
s(0, y, z)− s(0, y, z′))h−a−1
at ffa,(p,p′), where h = h(0, y). This shows that the set where T = Y = 0 – the intersection of the
interior fibre diagonal with the front face – is well defined if and only if the last terms vanish.
This is equivalent to having r = xr1, s = xs1, i.e. only allowing coordinate changes compatible
with an (a + 1) structure.
Summarizing, the diffeomorphism (64) is given, in coordinates, by sending the point on
˚ffa,(p,p′) with coordinates T = α, Y = β to αx1+a∂x + βxa∂y .
It remains to prove (65). Assume first p = p′. Let v ∈ aNp∂M and again choose an a-vector
field V with V (p) = v as elements of aNp∂M . Denote the flow of V by t → exptV . For q ∈ ˚M
we have
g
(
expV (q)
)− g(q) =
1∫
0
d
dt
g
(
exptV (q)
)
dt =
1∫
0
dg(V )| exptV (q) dt. (66)
Denote G = β∗a (π∗l g−π∗r g), V˜ the lift of V to M2a used above, and let Q be the point on β∗aΦk
projecting to (q, q), for a compatible choice of interior extension Φk of φk . Unravelling the
definitions of G and V˜ one sees that the left side of (66) can be rewritten as G(exp
V˜
(Q)). Now
the right side of (66) is smooth in v, q also for q ∈ ∂M , so G(exp
V˜
(Q)) is also smooth. Recall
exp
V˜
(Q) = Av(0) for q ∈ ∂M by definition of Av , and this covers all of ffa,(q,q) as v varies, so
we get the smoothness claim. Also, for q ∈ ∂M we have exptV (q) = q for all t (since V = 0 over
∂M as section of TM), so the right side of (66) equals dg(v) and (65) follows.
To extend this to arbitrary (p,p′) ∈ φk it suffices to show that g(q)− g(q ′) → 0 as (q, q ′) ∈
˚Φk approach the boundary. Now q , q ′ can be connected by a curve γ : [0,1] → ˚M for which
Φk(γ (t)) is constant. Then g(q)− g(q ′) =
∫ 1
0 dg(γ
′(t)) dt . Since the Φk-fibre component of dg
vanishes at (p,p′) ∈ φk this approaches zero as (q, q ′) → (p,p′). 
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